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ABSTRACT

Several factors affecting the calibration accuracy o. •' -t -ehifIe static

pressure systems have been considered in some detail. The standard atmospheres

used within the past 40 years are tabulated and compared. Altimeter calibration

kechniques and standards are discussed. The influence of pressure system ]eakage

has been evaluated both analytically and experimentally. The influence of skin

irregularities in the vicinity of fuselage static preusure ports has been calculated

from linearized theory and the results presented in graphical form. Fiselage

irregularities were measured on 18 military transport type aircraft. The predicted

static pressure err ors as a function of Mach number compare reasonably well with

flight test results from a NASA program.

A few revisions are 7uggested to the USAF document governing the design of

flight vehicle static and total pressure systems, MIL-P-26292.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Measurements of altitude are required for maintuaning vertici sep"rratikm of

aircraft during flight. The measuring scheme which has been universally acrjpted

is baaed on the measurement of atmospheric pressure and its relation to a pressure-

height variation of a standard atmosphere. Since tha atmosphere will vary cons~der-

ably from standard, depending on geographical location, meteorological conditions

and season as well as altitude, the measurements t-asea on the pressure-height

relationship will ordinarily be in terms of relative &atitude. In recent years, with

increasing operating speed aad alitudes of aircraft, thc adequacy of measuring

systems has become questionable. It generally follow., that the ind',idual errors

which contribute to the over-all system error incre&•e wl;h bcth ..pee and altitude.

Current Civil Air Regulations for altitudeb up to 29, 000 :eet sp .cifr i. 000 ft. vertical

separation intervals and 2,000 ft, intervals for altitudes abe • e 29,•OCO ft. !or a

greater utilization of air space, it has been suggested that the acitiracy of altimetery

systems be improved to a degree that wi:l allow 500 foot separations up to an altitude

of 20, 000 ft. and 1,000 .t. separation for altitudes of 20, .00 to 100,000 ieet. The

maximum aiowable error permissible for a static system is somewhat arbttrary.

!o,,oever, considering the existence of a flight technical error wherein the aircraft

deviates from its prescribed flight and considering the size of tha ar r'.ratt itseif,

it hap been suggested that 1/2 of the vertical separation minirnm should be con-

A'tdered as a zo-e of no entry. Thus, under present flight regulations, the zone of

no entry will be * 2•0 feet at altitudes up to 29, 000 and k 500 fP'et above 29, 010 feet.

However, Ui a greater utilization ot air space plan is adapted, then the zone of no

erary will be * 125 fE et up to 20,000 feet and * 250 feet above 20,000 feet.

The USAF covers all phases of the necessary sitatic pressure system calibrations

in a multitude of military specifications and technical manuals. The most pertinent

tocument with respect to the maintenance of airc-arft static pressure systems is



Military Specification MIL-P -26292 "Pitot and Static Pressure Systems, Installation

and Inspection of". This document covers the design and maintenance of aircraft and

missiles static pressure systems. At present, the principle documents covering the

calibration of altimeters are found in the individual military specificat ions for the

laboratory workmig standards, individual military specifications for the altimeters

thernselv'eb, and various technical manuals.

The work accomplished under this contract is supported by the Directorate of

Operational Support Engineering, Flight Vehicle Division, Flight Control Branch of

the Aeronautical Systems Division. The general items covered in -,he program were

as follows:

1. Standard atmospheres used in the calibration of civ-.l ind military air-

craft altimeters.

2. Types and maintenance of pressure standards for calibration of

altimeters.

3. Altimeter calibration procedures and techniques.

4. Aircraft s8atic pressure systems, in-flight calibraton techniques.

5. The influence of pressure leakage on the accuracy cf static pressure

systems.

The program has resulted in specific recommendations to the USAF regarding

establishment ot procedures and tecaniques to insure adequate vertical separation

of aircraft, for combined military and civilian airways.

2



SECTION 2

ST ANDARD ATMOSPHERES

2.1. INTRODUCTION.

A atandard atmosphere represents an arbitrary relationship between static air

pressure and altitude. Aircraft altimeters are actually absolute pressure gages

calibrated to read in terms of feet of altitude through the standard atmosphere

relationship. A standard atmosphere may 3e calculated if a standard value of sea

level pressure is taken as well as a variation of temperature with geometric height.

The hydro-static differentia equation, (1), may be integrated by using the perfect

gas equation, (2), into either of the forms shown as equations (3) or (4).

dP -OgdZ (1)

dP =pressure difference

dZ = height difference

0) = density

g = acceleration due to the Earth's gravitation.

P =P/RT (2)

R = gas constant

T = temperature

[ P _ - A (3)
I fdZ

JP R T1)

P 00

g z constan.

T f Il (Z)

3



.P Z

/ dP. - U/pZ (4)
"P R T

0
0

g = f2 (Z)

z

H 1 g d Z (5)

0

The solution shown in integral form, in Equation 3, is one where the acceleration

due to the Earth's gravitation is assumed constant, usually at a sea leve, value.

Early standard atmospheres were derived using this expression, Reference 2 thru

3. A more correct integral form is shown in Equation 4, where g is actually a

finction of Z. The integral form of Equation 4, on the right side, offers conEiderable

oomplexity for irtegration, Reference 8. Mathematical simplicity may be retained,

however, without the invalid assumption of constant g by a transformation combining

g and Z into a new altitude parameter called geopotential altitude, H, Equation 5. A

newer standard atmosphere, References 6 to 9, are all basically geopotential stand-

ard atmospheres. The atmospheres for References 5, 6 and 9 gi. e the pressure

altitude relationship in terms of geopotential altitude. Standard atmospheres of

References 7 and 8 give the pressure altitude relationship in terms of both geo-

potentlal and geometric aLtitude Z. The newer geopotential standard atmnesphere,

therefore, offers the advantage that a standard atmosphere tabulated in geopotential

units will provide greater geometric altitude separation. For example, the 70, 000 -

60, 000 ft. geopotentiMl height difference provides a geometric difference of 10, 063

ft. A standard atmosphere calculated from Equation (4) would be exactly correct in

geometric units but would have the effect of decreasing altitude cieparations.

2.2. COMPARISON OF STANDARD ATMOSPHEES.

Since 1925 up to the present time there have been only two basiL standard

atmospheres in use in the United Sfttea.

4



Gxroj 1: Standard Atmospheres - Geometric measure calculated using constant

gravitational acceleration.

One of tCe early standard atmospheres is given ir NACA Report Number 218,

published in 1923. It is a geometric standard atmosphere calculated on the aesump-

tion of constant gravity equal to the value at sea level hrom sea level to 65, 000 ft.

Values of pressure at 5,000 ft. intervals are tabulated as Column I of Table I. Be-

tween 1925 and 1952 several other atmospheric tables were published, but these

were identical to NACA No. 218 over the range from sea level to 65, 000 ft. The

purpose of NACA Tech Note No. 538, published in 1935, was to extend the range

of altitude to 80, 000 ft. The purpose of NACA Report No. 837, published in 1946,

was to extend the atmosphere to 100,000 ft. A common fault of the first three stand-

ard atmospheres is that over part of the range of altitude, pressures were arbitrarily

rounded off to the nearest hundredth of an inch of mercury. The Kollsman Instrument

Corporatioil established a Kollsman standard atmosphere which is identical to the

other three except thit more significant figures had been carried in the t-alculation.

The Kollsman standard atmosphere is show-, as Column 4 of Table I.

5



TABLE I

COMPARISON OF VARIOUS STANDARD ATMOSPHERES

Z - Geomeitric Feet H - Geoptential Feet

Pressures Tabulated Are In Lnits of In. Hg. Abs.

(1) (2) (3) (0) (5) (6) 77) )7') (8) (9)

NASA

NACA 218 NACA 538 NACA 837 Kollsman WADC NACA 1235 ARDC ARDC ARDC TN 0J-•22
Z or H 1925 (Z) 1935 (Z- 1946 (Z). td._L 5 15 5 I 95ý5_t 1956 t(H 19._6_3L5 1961 0I0)

0 29.92 29.921 29.92 29. V212 29.9213 29. 9213 29.921 29.921 29.921 29.9213

5000 24.89 24.89 24.3959 24.8959 24. 896 24.897 24 897 24.8959

100 20.58 20.58 20.58 20.5736 20. 5769 20. 5769 20. 577 20. 5607 20.5S1 20. 5769
15000 16.88 16.88 16. 8857 16. 8858 16. 886 16. 693 16.,893 16. 9Sst5

23000 13.75 13.75 13.75 IJ. 7453 13.7500 13.7501 13. '50 13.761 13.761 13. 7501

25000 11.10 I1. 100 i1. 10 11.0984 11. 1035 11. 1035 " 103 11. 118 11. I 1 11. 1035

30000 8,880 8.88 8.8€80 8.8803 8.8854 8. s541 . S'54 8..9029 8. 902.t ý,. t.541

35000 7.036 7.041 7.03C 7.0356 7. 0406 7. 04060 7, .0406 7. 0602 7. 0602. 7. 04060

4000 5.541 5.54 5.544 5.5412 3.5380 5.53801 5.5380 5.5584 5.5984 5.539U01

45000 4.364 4.36" 4.365 4.3641 4. 355u 4.35497 4.3549 4.3753 4.375,1 4. 354i4 7

50000 3.436 3.436 3.438 3.4370 3.4246 3.42466 3.4246 3.4444 3.4444 3.42466
55000 2.707 2.707* 707 2. 7069 2. 6j3i I .69308 2. I .7 7119ý 2. 711 2. 69303

60000 2. 132 2. 132 2. 132 2. 1319 2. 1178 2. 11778 .. 2. 1354 2. 1354 2. 17T;

q.11000 1.680 1. 679* 1. A79 1. 6790 1. 6654 1. 66538 . 16 >6653s"

700Dtt 1.322 1.322 3. 323 1.3086 1 3096ti i.3244 1,3244 301 6
75000 1.042" 1 042 1,.0414 1.0298 .0432

80000 .820 .8202 .8202 . 909 . -09,5 .,21,3 .3 "2>, -0,

85000 .6460 .6368 . 6;47,4 6A. 4

90000 .5086 .50s7 5 .5,)! ,, 11 .131- .3 31; I .503

95,000 .4006 .43,3• 40•3 ,

100000 .,156 .3156 "127 E951 3-64 J 3.94

W05000 243

11000 . :3i ,.6.5 .21 .12

1500.154. 71

i 50C W0 . 07 i3 . 4.

* From Kollswan .ov;arsrtan T~bie



Group II: Standard Atmospheres - Geopotential measure calculated using inverse

pquare gravitational acceleration.

A later group of standard atmospheres have been tabulaLted, "..eferences 5 thru 9.

In all cases these are basically geopotential atmospheres. Five atmospheres have

been tabulated in Columns 5 thru 9 of Table I. In the case of the 1959 ARDC standard

atmosphere, Reference 8, even values in terms of geopotential altitude H, are not

tabulated. For comparison, the 1956 atmosphere, Reference 7, has been tabulated

both in terms of geopotential altitude and geometric altitude! Z. When the 1959 at-

mosphere is compared with 1956 atmospheres, Columns 7 and 8, on the basis of

geometric altitude Z, it is seen that the comparison is identical.

The five geopotential standard atmospheres may be compared up to 60, 000 ft.

direct'y, ",ofm Table I and it is obvious that all are identical to four significant

figures. NACA 1235 standard atmosphere terminatee at 65, 000 ft. Comparing

the other four standaid atmospheres on to 80, 000 ft., it is found that all four are

identical to four decimal figures. In the range from 80, 000 to 130, 000, it is seen

from Tqae I that the WALZ 1952 atmosphere deviates from the three later standard

atmospheres,

In summar) then, standard atmospheres published in the United States within

the last 35 years fall into two groups. One is a geometr.:c st•ndard atmosphere

(reference 1 through 4, Table 1) in which gravity is assumed constant, the other

(reference 5 through 9, Table I) is a geopotential atmosphere which accounts for

variable gravity effects. Within each of these two groupe ccmparison between

different published standard a mospheres show that they are act.ually, for all

practical purposcs, ýdentical, e.g., at 40, 000 ft. reif rences 5 through 9, Table i,

agree within ± .0001 m Hg. The standar-d atmosphere given by NAR. Report 837,

has been chosen as a representasive atmosphere of the georaetric .eight group be-

cause it extends to 100, 000 ft. The ARDC 1956 standard atmosphere has been

chosen as a representative of the geopotential group. The differences in ý.crrnn

of feet of altitude betwecn the 827 and 1956 .'..RDC -rmosphýýre i6 show-n graphlcalv

in Figare I. Up to approxilniately 35, 000 ft. of altitude, differences are less than



15 feet of altitude. Beyond 35,000 ft. of altitudn to 80,000 ft. of altitude, the

difference steadily increased reaching a maximum at 80, 000 ft. of altitude. At

80• 000 ft., the altitude indicated by an altimeter calibrated per standard atmosphere

837 will read 262 feet low as compared to an aircraft calibrated to a standard at-

mosphere per 1956 geopotenttal atmosphere.

2.3. SUMMARY OF STANDARD ATMOSPHERES USED FOR ALTIMETER CALI-

BRATION.

1. During the current investigation, many military specifications covering the

manufacture of altimeters and overhaul manuals were reviewed. These are cur-

rently use4 by both military and civil agencies. Several instrument manufacturers

were contacted. It has been concluded that standard atmospheres specified for

altimeter calibration within the past 25 years follow either the Group I or Group II

Standard Atmosphere. Both standard atmospheres are ei-ng used at the present

time almost as if they were perfectly interchangeable.

2. The standard atmospheres of Group I and II are nvt interchangeable.

Differences are less than 15 ft. of altitude up to an altitude of about 35, 000 ft.

Above 35,000 ft. differences become progressively larger reaching 262 ft. at an

altitude of 80, 000 ft.

3. It is recommeded that the Group II etandard atmosphere be adopted and all

barometric scales standartlsed thereto.
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SECTION 3

PRESENT ALTIMETER CALIBRATION STANDARDS,
TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES

Within the scope of this phase of the study consideration has been given to various

Air rorce Facilities as well as other organizations concerned with the altimeter cali-

brations. Many of these facilities were visited and surveyed through the visitaticn as

well as through a review of the documents governing the particuiar service facility.

3.1. SYNOPSIS OF VISITATION.

Visitations were made to five Air Force bases, two Naval bases, three commercial

airlines, three instrument manufacturers, two airframe manufacturers and several

other organizations which have either direct or indirect influence on pressure altimeter

calibrations and accuracies.

3. 1o 1. Catery 1, Air Force Eases; Olmsted, Wright-Patterson, Gentile, McClellan,

Norton.

The calibration facilities and general procedures used at these bases are generally

as prescribed through TO 33K6 and MIL-B-4308B. The A-1 fixed cistern typ2 barometer

represents both the plant standard and working standard at some establishments and is

used as a direct readout device, i. e., the mercury column and scale are sighted by the

operator through a magnifying lens. At other facilities, equipment capable of consider-

ably higher accuracy is maintained as plant standards. The reference vacuum is

maintained through a mercury sealed valve. Scales are calibrated generally h. milli-

reters of mercury (fore-sbortened for cistern effects) and in one of the two standard

atmospheres. Mercury is not reused and is purchased from one of several sources.

Temperature extremes in the althieter calibration areas are estimated as high as

:E5e C. Calibration checks oth.er than prescribed calibration which come at intervals

of 180 days, generally consist of a cross check at the prevailing atmospheric pressure

between at least two units. The reference vacuum is checked at various intervals by

pressurizing the cistern and watching for air bubbles through the mercury real (or by

listening for a metallic clink) as the mercury column is pressurized against the valve

10



assembly. At one base the precision measurement eqaipment laboratory has sot up a

pressure maintenance survey team which has a responsiUlity of maintaining the work-

ing standards in operable condition. The team makes a daily check by performing

atmospheric pressure checks between several units which agreement muet be within

* .004" of mercury. The team also carries a vacuum pump and evacuates the

mercury seal side of the A-1 barometers daily.

Calibration of altimeters is accomplished singly or in groups of f)om 2 to 28.

Calibration after overhaul is frequently carried out under room temperatuvre evviron-

ment only.

3.1.2. Category 2, Naval Bases: Naval Air Development Center, Naval Western

Primary Standards Laboratories.

Equipment used for calibration purposes at NADC consists of A-1 type manometer,

situated in temperature controlled cabinets. Semiautomatic (photo-scanner) typo

readout is used and the reference vacuum is maintained with mercury sealed valves.

The NWPSL maintains equipment capable of obtaining considerably higher accaracy

than the A-1 type barometer. This equipment consists of higher caliber pistn gages,

a U-tube mercury manometer and a micrometer standard manometer which is a cistern

type manometer fitted with a true length scale and facilities for measuring column

heights in the cistern as well as the elongated tube.

3. 1.3. Category 3, Commercial Airlines: American Airlines, United Airtlines,

Northwest Airlines.

The airlines also use fixed cistern type manometers for final calibrations. At one

organization, temperature controlled cabinets are used and mercury sealed valves and

photoscanner type readout is utilized. Another organization uses a vacuum pump and

a thermocouple gage for maintaining and monitoring reference pressure and also uses

photoscanner type readout.

Daily atmospheric -becks are gererally made between two manometers and also

between the manometers axd Fortin type barometers and the local Weather Bureau

Station and also in one case against a precision aneroid station barometer.

11
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The governing ®c% me&. for altimeter calibration is TSOC1OA, although at least

one airline is presently phasing in on the tighter tolerances recommended in ATA

"Reommended Test Procedures for Altimeters", June 1961 (Reference 28).

Altimeter calibration is &•oe generally at room temperature with an abbreviated

check calibration at an elevated temperature. Altimeters are removed from the air-

craft for recalibration and overhaul at periodic intervals based both on number of flying

hours and chronological periods.

3. 1.4. Category 4, Lztuament Manufacturern, Kollsman, Eclipse-Pioneer, Pioneer-

Central.

In all cases plant standards are maintained which are capable of substantially

higher accuracies than the A-1 type barometer. Semiautomatic readout is generally

used on the fixed cistern type barometer used for altimeter calibration and an active

vacuum is maintained with vacuum pumps in all cases. Periodic calibrations are

made against plant standardz and daily checks includ6 cross checks between barometers.

3. 1.5. Category 5, Airframe Manufacturers: Lockheed, Do[glas.

The A-1 type barometer is used also by the airframe manufacturers tor altimeter

calibration and these manometers are periodically overhauled and calibrated against

plant standards. The plant standard used by one manufacturer is a piston gage; and

a fixed cistern type manometer used with a vacuum ptunp and gage on the reference

side and direct visual readout is used by the other.

3.1. 6. Caegr6.

This category includes additional organizations visited which are concerned with

the problems associated with this phase of the contract, but which do not fI' wchin

the categories listed above.

3. 1. 6. 1. National Bureau of Standa-ds.

The National B-.reau of Standar'is is re ,ýonsiblc for maintaining pressu 9

measurlng capability oA" sucb a 2uality that iK major oorrections to the measurement

can be made with _- high degree of accuracy so t•,-O nventional working standards

calibrations may be made tractable eithwr directly or indirtectly to N. B. S. This

"Traceability" should not Imply thdt convcntinal w•orking st-aa'dards may be "Certified",
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However, for fixed cistern type barometers the sca!pe Lay be certified and pressure

calibration data may be obtained under a specified seW .)f operating procedures. .ixed

cistern type barometers are not generally calibrated ,y N. B. S. since the variable

errors associated with normal usage are large conm ared to parameters which may

be calibrated and/or certified. The normal procedure ii for the barometer manu-

facturer to supply a calibration with the instrume4t, such calibration to be made

against units which have in turn been caiibrated by N. B. S. The role of the barometer

operator is very critical in respect to these inscruments and it has been emphasized

by N. B. S. personnel that greater accuracies could be possible through use of transfer

perso'u:nel and transfer standards. Transfer personnel who are highly skilled in cali-

bration and maintonance techrdques are mnast desirable; however, much could be

gained through tewt prolblems circulated 'm the form of transfer standvrds to be cali-

brated at the different facilities.

3. 1. 6. 2. U. S. Weather Bureau.

The Weather Bureau is resio~nsble for securing bourly pressure messurem,.ta

and for supplying these pressure measurements indirectly through cointrol towers to a

large number of adrcraft under field oonditions. This information ins ,Iso supplied is

in-flight informaticrt so that tL e risported pressures are vory important, not only :n

ref;ard wo safety consiJerat!ons durtrg take-off and landiin but C',so for vertlcal

separation. The Fo tin type barometers of 1/4: inch bore are generall) relied upon

fox' transfer standa, ds and for calibration checks with :te roid type .,Lation bmrometers.

3.1.6.3. FAA.

AlthDugh tte Westher Bureau is generally respor.sibhe for eccw,,te "tion pressure

readings, the Weather Bureau does not maintain offices at all locations in which case

tbe FAA to-,er is responsible for supplying crrect barometric information to aircraftt.

FAA station barometers" are of the aneroid type and are chocked at least once daily

agir t Wather Bu.eau lnfrmation wherever possible.

3. 1.6.4. Mhs lnstrume~t Company.

Calibration of the A -7. type barometers .s .one in a room which in temperature

conoaioi•ld and is done againist a aimilar type instrument which has been calibratt&I at
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the Bureau of Standards. All calibrations are carried out with an active vacuum

maintained on the reference side of the manometers which vacuum is monitored with a

McLeod ge.

3.2. DISCUSSION OF PRESENT ALTIMETER CALIBRATION STANDARDS AND

TECHNIQUES WITH RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT.

From practices observed at the various organizations covered by the visitation

program, it may be concluded that the general class of instrumentation used for

altimete- calibration is essentially identical at all the facilities. It may also b'-

concluded, however, that the usage of such equipment is subject to considerable

variation. The specific equipment used in all cases for altimeter calibration by

t!ýe Air Force consists of the A-i barometer. A error analysis based on manu-

facturing specifications as well as observations from the visitation program is given

below:

3. 2. 1, Analysis of Errors for A-i Barometer.

The Air Force mercurial, altitude test barometer, type A-i, Military Specification

MIL-B-430821 (USAF) Is the Air Force working standara for the calibration of altimeters

and several hundred units are presently in service at approximately 180 Air Force bases.

Errors assignable W. the barometer may be aegregated into three clasbifications:

1. Precision teoltlng errors.

,. Repeatability testing errors.

3. Operating errors.

Errors falling within the categories 1 and 2 are, in general, random errors

assoclated with 'he instrument due to Its characteristic9 and construction. Operator

errors are errors associated with the tech- 'rues of operating the barometer during al-

timeter calibration. For this error analysis, two sets of operator errors have been

assigned. The firs', set is assigned in an attempt to he consistent with the operator

errors as they may exist in the Air Force utilizing present day techniques. The

second Fet is assiged w-ith an attempt to be consistent with improved, suggested

tecbniques. All quantitative values giver. are 3 sigma errors, i.e., the maximum

statistical vaiue which would occur in 99. 7 percent of the measurements.
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3. 2.1. 1. Precision Test-.,'SErrLrS o~f A-I Barometers.

Ila precisioni testiagietrorac refer Lo the dispersion of readings repeated under the

same oandlitkrns; and at appr,,xtftatal3y Owthu &ar time. A qua~ntitative Natlue ftr this

e rro r hias been taken froLna se c~irn 4.. 2. 1.. 15 .of MI L-B -4008 0 an * 0. 1 mmu. H11.

3. 2. 1. 41'. R ~ s~C rpSofA1Bzvees

The rtipet.tability- errwv r re zfer to the ditopersion of read~inpa repeated umnde r

differ~ent ývonditions and at (.lJ 'exent timee of testing. Error's have been assignisd with

primuary rt~vrence to Air Force Tehitilcal 01rdor MNm--be~r 33A7-1 -2-1. 17he varkous

errors amd 91e error asu.Ignmeut.m ar~s aa foll~ows:

1L Tetrpe~rture-OGrevity Com.paesiuwr = * 0. 1 =M~g.

2. Merc\u'y meniscu~s uncarta~nty = ) . 1 mwnHig.

V3. Ze ro i~etting = * 0. 05 7nhrlig.

4. \Jairnier accuracy -* 0.025 .mmlig,

5. L~eveling, error -= 0. 02 twm~g.

6. Teviperavure Error 0..*:1 C) = * 0. 04 nirriil, at 760 MOLmHg.

7. GQrovlty uncertainty *0.. 03 nmnig at 760 V'ulafg.

Thf.e errors lisveli as Atoma "A through 5 are parely rwidonm e~rrors av eismintiaily

Independent of pressur'e level'i. Errors ussignable unider itemis 6 and 7 are errors

wht.-h aro pr xvrtional to ,Xeiaure 'Levels, If one w$_fz mil the erv~rs lisled- fit, ems

I th-ouglh 5, a rm.ax'inxnm ý3rror of 0. 295 .vainRg may, occur. flWwarer. since till erronrs

are random, a valih itore representative o~ver-all 3rrvcr w~ucna I* the root-mean-

ti~qiare which.. results la an RMS of :L 0. 15 ýýwnllg. 1.11ý itews f; and 7 are inckwied, the

T-eal toanRM vauecf0. 6 axag i-760ni~i prs15v



3.2.1.3. Opeator Errors Using Present Techniques.

Most of the errors assignable to the operator during altimeter calibration are of

the random natur. iu t1a Uowing list, nine errors are listed,, - 6 and 9 being of

a random nature and 7 and 8 being of a systematic nature. These errors with ansipn-

ab!C values are as follows:

1. Neglection of scale correction chart reading. A correction chart is

furnished and attached to each barometer listing the scale error as a function of

pressure level. However, during altimeter calibration these are seldom, if ever,

taken intc account. The resulting error of * 0.2 mm Is given in Section 4.2. 1. 5 of

MIL-B-4308B.

2. Use of altitude scale. In calibrations throughout the Air Force, it is

common practice to use the altitude scale for altimeter calibrations. The altitude

scale is primarily for convenience and not as accurate as the millimeter scale.

Older barometers are inscribed with a pressure-altitude relationship corresponding

to NACA TN 538. New barometers are inscribed with the pressure altitude scale

corresponding to the ICAO Standard Atmo-phere,, which is given in NACA Report 1235,

also ARDC Model Atmospheres. During the recrat field surveys, both types of

barometers were found to be in service in the Air Force. The altitude scale is not

cut with the same precision as the millimeter scale and in addition, a correction

chart for the altitude scale is not provided with the barn-meter. The use of the altitude

scala gives an additicnal random error of * 0. 15 mmHg.

3. Mercury hysteresis and capillary depression, ± 0. 1 mmHg. For most

altimeter calibrations it was found from fle'Ad trips that very few of the operators take

precaution against minimizing mercury hysteresis. Althouga Technica Order Number

33A7-4-2-I, in paragraph 4-13, item C, instructs " rap the table to adjust the meniscus,

a far more satisfactory method of reducing hysteresis would be to rap the cistern and

specify exactly the method by which the rapping should occur. This is extremely im-

portant with the fixed cistern instrument, since the height of the mercury column in

the cistera is assumed and not measured. Mercury hysteresis and capillary depres-

sions have the effect of lin -easLng this uncertainty. An eri'or of 1 0. 1 nimHg has been
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assigned to this effect under repeatability errors and is oonsidered to be that value

obtained wheA necessary precautions are used. Accordingly, the additional error of

i 0.1 mmHg is assigned under operator errors.

4. Accuracy of setting sighting ring, * 0.05 mnifg. The above assumption

is based on the fact that the best the operator will be able to set a pressure or level is

to 1/2 of the smallest vernier reading. Since the smallest vernier reading la 0. 1 mm

(although it is 0.05 mm on later model baromete-s, many of the 0.1 mm verniers are

still in service), this accuracy is estimated at 0.05 mmHg.

5. Temperature uncertainty, i 0.5" C. The half degree assumed error is

compatible with good temperature controlled rooms when the operator takeE orecautions

and watches for temperature changes as the calibration proceeds. Fortumately, even a

1/?2 C error (0.06 mm at 760 mmLHg) will not cause sufficient altitude error to warrant

taking into consideration at this point.

6. Elevation correction, gas head. This is the correction based on the

altitude difference between the instrument to be calibrated and the cistern of the

barometer. In almost all calibration facilities this pressure differential is ondy on the

order o 1 or 2 feet and, hence, not worth taking into account in an error analysis

where other errors are considerably larger.

7. Error due to the use of the mercury sealed valve. The Air Force type

A-1 barometer is furnished with a mercury sealed valve for maintaining vacuum on

the reference side of the barometer. In most cases, the valves probably do provide

an adequate seal. However, during altimeter calibration where the pressure range

from seki .,v el to 80, 000 feet is traversed, mercury will tend to pick up air bubbles

and these air bubbles are easily transmitted to the reference vacuum chamber at the

mercury sealed valve. To eliminate the possibility of vacuum deterioration with time

and usage, It is recommended that the mercury sealed valve be replaced with a onm-

tinuous vacuum pumping system. At the present time, the errors caused by the use

of t1e mercvury sealed valve are somewhat hard to estimate. It ovuld probably fall

between zer) and on:, millimeter of mercury. Much larger errors are possible.

Tre presvui, errcv ca•.,ied by deficient reference vacuum may be calculated from

,quatior 6 fis folXxws:
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F z

o Z + (760- P)

where:

AP =the pressure error

AP 0 the error at 7M) mm setting.0

z = the hel.;ht ,f the tube from the top c" the mercury to the mercury
sealed valve at 760 nrm setting.

P = pressure bexig meuaured, mmFg.

Calculated altitude error using equation 0, as a func.-- of altitude is shown in Table II.

Tbh results are based on a pressure error at 760 mm in the vacuum of 1 mmHg. if

an error of only 0. 1 mmHg occurs then the resultf",; AH is only 1/10th of the valtie

indicated by T-hle II. Worthy of note is that Ie altitude "irror decreases with in-

creasing altitude up to about 20, 000 feet ar- U. in'x ,ase, with increasing altitude

to 101, 000 feet. It should be notea hf'l eAs er-rr is 1,",m~tic and that the pressure

error is always positive.

T.° _E 11

CALCULATED NEGATIVE ' CEMATIC ALTITUDE ERROR

DUE 'ro AP 1 -- mHg. ABC,
0

(E quation ')

ALTITUDE ALTITUDE ERROR

LFt. x i (Ft.)
0 - 36

20 - 18

40 - 21

s0 - 67

80 -170

100 -448
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8. Air bubbles entrapped at mercury interfaces. This error will increase

with decreasing pressure as given in .quation 7 where Z2 is height of mercury column

above the bubble.
760 - Z2

'&P = AP P Z 2 (7)

Utilizing equation 7, the altitude error as a function of altitude has been calculated

assuming AP = 0.025 miaHg. This is the error which would result from two0

hemispherical bubbles of 0. 1 inch radius. Results are indicated in Table III. In the

calculation of Table IM, height Z2 was assumed to be two inche.. The restilts of Table

II1 indicate that the altitude error due to air entrapment will increase rapidly with

increasing altitude. In an attempt to verify this, experiments were conducted in the

laboratory using an A-1 barometer. These were accomplished by pumping both on

the reference tube and the cistern from atnmospheric pressure to 80, 000 foot presEure.

Tests were perform•,i at random after the mercury had been in extensive use and air

bubbles were clearly visibie at the mercury glass Interface. The results of the tests

repeated at least six random times, indicated the change in zero setting between at-

mospheric pressure and that conforming to 80, 000 feet was within 0.05 mmHg.

However, it was further noted that the air was continually escaping rinto the vacuum=

system as the tests were perfor-ned. As the nre-ssure was reduced from atmospLeric

pressurc, the air blibbles became increasingly larger as would be expected; how-ver,

they were unstable and many escaped into tiw vacuum system as the tebt proceedeG.

Hence, it must be concluded from these picliminary tests that the effect of 2J- trap"..A

in the mercury interfaces has small effect on shifting the zero w-hen an ae-iv vacuum

is maintained. Precis:on of the testing Ladicated tl•it any such errors % _-rt e-;e to ten

times smaller than calculated for Table I1.



TABLE M

CACULiATED POSITM'K SYST.EM-AT"' ALTITUDE ERROR

Db TOAP G = 025 mmHg.

ALTITUDX ALTITUDE ERROR

0 0.9

2C 3.4

40 15.5

60 74.5

80 287.0

100 932.5

9. Thermal lag. The thermal lag existing between the observece thermometer

and the mercury column itAf can result in an appreciable error. For example, in an

area where tha daily temperature may fluctuate 10" C, a lag of 3" C would probably be

possible and this wo-Id correspond W an earror of approximately 0.4 mmHg at a pres-

sure of 7 60 mmHg.

3.2.1.4, '.alculated Accuracies for A-1 Barometers as Presently Use& for Air Force

Altimeter Calibrations.

If the -andom errors onlv of section 3.2.1.3 are added, a maximum error of C. 60

mmHg results. However, If the random errors are combined by root-magnitude-square

method, the RMS value is calculated at * 0.27 mmHg.. Combining this latter figure on

an RIMS basio with repeatability errors of 0, 15 mmHg, the final computed error is

* 9.31 mraHg. This error 1i constant and independent of pressure level and when

3onverted to altitude error the resultq are as shown in Table W.

3.2.11. 5. Calculated Barometer Error With Improved Operator Techniques.

The repeatability errors associpftld with the A-1 barometer are characteristic of

this type instrument and, nence, cannot be improved without changing to a different

design From section 3.2, 1.3, however, items 1, 2, 3 and 7 are the items of largest

magnitudA and, hence, in need of improvement as follows:
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1. Item 1, if the sale omrrection c6Ort is used to correct the reading, this

error may be reduedJ to possibly 0, 05 mmHg,

2, ReIt 2, use of the millimeter scele Wntead of the a1titude scale will

eliminate the stated error of + 0. 15 mmHg asstgned wo the aititude scale.

3. Item 3, with further emphasis to reduce mercury hysteresis In th

capillary depression, the total error may be reduced from h 0.2 mmlig to thie figure

of + 0.1 runHg which is Included in the repeatabiiity errors.

4. Iten 7, the marcury sealed valve reference replaced by a continuous

pumping vacuum system and monitoring of the vacuum level with a McLeod gage or

equivalent vacuum gage will eliminate the systematic error asigned to the mercury

sealed valve system and the figures given in Table 11 will be oliminated.,

Making allowance for the changes indicated above, the resudtant KMS valuo, fvr

all nonpressure dependent random errors is reduced from * 0.31 mmllg to + 0, )4,

mmHg. The altitude error as a function of altitude corresponding to the resuu!,•.-t

RMS errmr of : 0. 16 mmHg is given as part of Table IV.

TABLE IV

ESTIMATED ALTIMETER ACCURACIES USING

MERCURIAL ALTITUDE TEST BAROMETER, TYPE A-1

AH AH
Aititude Present Methods Proposed Methods

(Ft. X 10-3 )( L P .

0 -+ 11.3 * 5.8

20 + 21.2 * 10.9

40 * 45. 9 23.,7

60 +119.9 * 61.9

80 *341.9 *161.8

100 0873.5 *432.3
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3.3. DISCUSSION OF ALTIMETER CALIBRATION PROCEDURES.

The calibration of au Instrument can rarely be performed under the exact oon~ltions

which will be enoountered in normal service. The effects (f a different environment

such As temperature or vibration are often predomodaut changes althcuga the time

dependent and thermally Induced inelastic errors are also generally significant for

precision Instruments.

* The primary cal.bratlon of altimeters is conducted at approximately 25* C with

-oodtry calibrations at higher and lower temperatures. it is believed, however, that

in modern temperature controlled aircraft cabins that the altimeter normally operates

at a temperature somewhat. higher than 15' C because of the heat dissipated by other in-

struments in the immediate locale. In uucontrolled thermal environments, the opera-

tional temperature may vary widely. These factors require a calJbration at more than

one temperature. Such calibrations are generally considered to be quite repeatable

since the thermally induced inelastic errors are UL Ua&ly 9mal in comparison to the

thermally induced dimensional changes; and in-service corrections conceivably could

be made for thermal environmental changes in a normal service of in altimeter.

The inelastic errors are not so easily defined and the major portion of this

sectioa is given to a discussion of these errors.

3.& 1, General Consideration of Instrument Errors.

Por this consideration the e1-rors -Esociated with an altirmeter pxre divided into

g.-mps. The first group includes those errors normally referred to as scale error

deviationa and are herein defined a3 tho discrepancy of instrunm.ent reading at a pre-

scribed environment from a predeflned relationship between pressure and altitude for

a perfectly elastic mechanism, i.e., all inelastic effects such as hysteresis and drift

are assumed to be zero. Conformance to a prescribed pressure-altitude relationship,

then, is the major criterion for scale error figures. The second group of errors

includes only those errors which appear as departures of a calibration curve from an

ideal calibration curve due to inelastic effects at a given temperature. A third group

might include only those errors due to temperature, however temperature errors may

well contribute to either one or both of the above listed groups so that it is advantageous

to consider effectL of temperature changes on each of the groups separately.

22
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Assuming that there are errors falling under the second classification which are

of such a magnitude to warrant consideration, then some sort of average scale error

calibration Is desired about which the errors of this classification will be uniformly

grouped. As an alternate, if scale errors are obtained in a manner such that the sign

and magnitude~of inelastic errors are known, then an average response may be pre-

dicted from the measured response. If the response of the instrument to a prescr*ed

function is inherently linear and production techniques have been refined to the extent

that no departures from uniformity are expected, then scale error calibration may

tosist of measurement at two points only, provided that the pointa are measured

uxder known conditions of elasticity. However, if response is not linear and curve

s•haping is necessary within the instrument, the number of scale error calibration

puints required depends greatly on the complexity of the curve fitting mechanisms

8 xd the uniformity expected from a particular production facility. For example, if a

ctzli is used for curve fitting, an irregularity on the cam could cause a large error

to go undetected if calibration points straddled the irregularity. In general then, for

iximum reliability of scale error calibration an infinite number of calibration points

mnust be used. In practice of course, a reasonable compromise must be made.

Regardless of the number of scale error calibration points however, if inelastic

'rrors are significant, the direction and magnitude of the inelastic errors should

be known for each scale error calibration point. It iP also necessary that environmental

effects be known if they are of sufficient magnitude to warrant consideration. The

complete problem then, is to "elect a schedule of testing such that the proper magnitude

and sign of inelastic and environmental errors may be assigned to the measured scale

error in order to determine the total error aesociated with any prescribed operational

cycle.

Many attempts have been made in the past to desci 3e in a general manner the

relationsip between force and deflection of a spring member but a review of this field

of stud-y is beyond the scope of this report. For precise.ion force-deflection type

instruments, however, it will be absumed that the force-deflection characteristics may

be d- 3cribed by an envelope as shown in Figure 2.
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The intersection of the abcissa and the ordinate represents a zero point which is

a'point at one extreme of the normal operational cycle and at which the spring member,

I. e., altimeter, has been held for a long period of time. Curve A then represents the

first cycle of operation after rest at the zero point. The curve A represents the worst

possible combination as the portion from 0 to 1 Is rapidly traversed and then held at

point 1 until essentially all drifting is accomplished. This brings the measurement to

point 21 where again it I; rapidly traversed back to zero stress, point 3, and if held at

zero stress for a long period of time the point will finally return back to zero. Curre

B represents the condition under a sustained rapid cycling typo of testing where a

closed, symmetrical hysteresis loop is obtained. Curve C is shown to demonstrate

what may happen under very slow cycling where the frequency of cycle traversing Is

low enough so that essentially all drifting is taken care of while ihe cycle is beingf made.

Assuming that this representation is correct, it is clear that the imaxirum error zone

that may occur is simply the drift error plus the hysteresis at the point of measurement.

It should be recognized that the graph of Figure 2 is shown in greatly enlarged scale for

illustrative purposes only and that the relative width of the drift and' hysteresis curve,

as shown in Figure 2, Is not necessarily representative. It ir assumued for tWs die -

cussion that the center of the envelope (point 4) is fixed. This assumption requires

that dimensional instability of listrument materials has been stabilizted it a point where

further shifts are minor compared to the inelastic errors conuidered herein.

The same envelope is shown in Figure 3, and here it is atisume. tat after reaching

po it 3 the cycle is immediately continued up-scale in a rapid manner back to point 2.

The crosahatched area then represents the zone of possible readings foi: upscale tra-

versing. This zone width is defined by the total drift at the ends and th.e curvature is

defined by the hysteresis. A similar graph would hold for the zone of possible readings

for downscale traversing.

If it -zan be shown that experimental data correlates with ihi.. representation, rela-

tively simple tests corresponding to curves A and B (or other prescribed curves) could

define the error envelope associated with a scale error calibratibn obtained ruder krlwn

conditions, The possibility exists that a fixed relatiouship exists between the hysteresis

as defined by Curve A, and the drift curve which if known, could further simplify call-

V bradion procedures,
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Possibly the closest mechanical model of such a curve is that discussed by Zener

(Ref. 13) and termed the "Standard Linear Solid." This model is shown in Figure 4

and has the analytical form:

* +a * b v +c• (8)

where:

= strain (displauement)

V stress (force)

*= time rate of train

V = time rate of stress

a, b, c proportionality constants

The response to a unit step of stress may be readily obtained from expression (8) and is

-t/a* (t)=( -b.+ 9
M afb

T& is model may be utilized in attempts to characterize drift patterns; however, i.

do .- not allow for the hysteresis obtained under conditions such that drift effects are

kglble.

As a first approximation however, it may be assumed that the hysteresis curve is

parabolic (Ref. 14, 15) which assumption gives the following expression for the shape

of a closed loop hysteresis curve.

5/m 5 4 (1- )am(0

where:
, = stress rangem

= hysteresis

F, - maximum hysteresis for a given stress cyclem

Although expressions (8) and (10) might be combined it seems advantageous to conside

them separately until correlation could be shown for a particular instrument design.

As previously implied one might aleo expect to find fixed relationships between M of

expression (10) and the constants of the drift curve, expression (9),
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It should be noted that expressions (9) and (10) are in terms of stress and strain

and may be directly applied to a specific case of force and output only 1f the inter-

relationships are known. Assuming that an altimeter employs a linear pressure cap-

sule and curve shaping linkages, the respective altitude errors due to nominal values

for hysteresis and drift are shown in Table V for an operational range of 0 - 70,000 ft.

The midpoint of the stress range is approximately 17, 000 ft. for this altitude range.

The envelope of inelastic err'rs (described in Figure 2) would take the form of the

last column of Table V for the hypothetical "1 lnear" altimeter of Table V. No infor-

mation is at hand to indicate IL precise relationship of drift to stress range; however,

it would be expected to be proportional to a power of stress greater than unity and

possibly proportional to the hysteresis.

TABLE V

HYSTERESIS AND DRIFT FIGURES FOR NOMINAL VALUE OF

20 FT. AT 17,000 FT.

6/6 Hysteresis Hysteresis

H (Ft. (Ft.) Drift Plus Drift (Ft.

70,000 0. 0. 214 214

60,010 .113 14.5 128 142

50,000 .273 21.2 78 99

40,000 .502 24.6 49 74

30,000 .779 25.2 32 57

17,000 1.00 20.0 20 40

10,000 .87 13.9 16 30

0 0. 0 12 12

The effects of moderate temperature changes for precision i ,triments can be

fully as significant as the pressure induced inelastic errors discussed abovu. Trhis

arises partially through use of materials hav•ig different thermal expaalion character-

istics or t.en the same material having different expansion charactristics in different
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directions and would be quite prevalent, for example, if soft solders are used for

joining active members. An additional source of stress, tem-,erature induced, could

arise through mechanically operated temperature compensating means. If the tem-

perature Induced stresses are moderate, however, the inelastic error envelope due to

temperature changes will be similar to the envelope of Figure 2 and teraperature

effects may be analyzed in the &awe manner as loading effects. The orly distinction

being that the stress is now brought about by a temperature change rather than a direct

loading*

3.3.2. Experimental Investigation of Altimeter Inelastic Errors.

A limited amount of testing of altimeters for inelastic errors was accomplished

fcr comparison with the concepts outlined above. Data was obtain -d for two precision

(MA-l or AAU-8/A) altimeters on loan from ASD and two sensitive altimeters (Type

C-12) which were purchased from a FAA authorized overhaul base. Hysteresis and

drift data were obtained for two pressure ranges.

3.3.2.1. Testing Procedure.

The four altimeters and a vibrator were mounted on a table under a bell Jar.

Pressure was controlled manually using a C. E. C. type 6--%1 piston gage for reference.

The low pressure side of the piston gage was maintained below 20 microns as inricated

on a McLeod gage which was connected via a separate prssure line into the io'k p'es-

sure chamber at a position across the chamber from the exhaust connection. A small

bore mercury U-tube manometer was also tied into the system fRr a rough indicatjmn

of aboolute pressure. Appuopriate valving waa included ibr largc. pressu:e a.-justraents

and an adjustable bellows was used for fine adjustment. V',lving was al.hi utsed to

"disconnect" the piston gage from the remainder .,i he systemn during 04e !arge

pressure cycles associated with the hysteresis testing.

The hysteresis data was obtained by running five oontinuous cvcl'3 aver a pressure

range and readings were made at the midpoint of the pressure ra"ge for both upscale

and dckwnscale traversing. (The pressure range micdpint was used IL- order to measure

the maximum hysterc-sis in accord with the theory discussed herein.) The duration of

each cycle was a proximnaely 10 minutes, and fine adjustment and reading of the altli,

stem required approximately one minute.
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Drift data was obtained by holding the altimeters at one pressure for at least 24

hours and then progressiug rapidly to a pressure established with reference to the

p,'stun gage. The first readings (represented as zero on the time scale) were taken

three minutes after starting the pressure change and efforts were made to accom-

plish the pressure change in two minutes at a constant rate.

3.3.2.2. Testing 1Results.

Results of hysteresis testing are shown graphically on Figure 5 and 6 and are

3ummarized in Table VI. The data of Figure 5 give upscale and downscale readings

at, 20.4 inches Hg (essentially, the midpoint) for cycling between 28.9 inches Hg

(1000 it. altitude) and 12.3 inches Hg (22, 700 ft. altitude.) The data of Figure 6

give upscale and downscale readings at 16.82 inches Hg for cycling between 28.9"

kig and 3.42" Hg (50,000 ft.). Average values of hysteresis measured at mid-pressure

range are given in Tabie VI in feet of altitude, inches mercury and as a fraction of the

prs3sure range. Although the altimeters employ "nonlinear" elements in order to

read out directly ir feet of altitude rather than pressure, it would seem fairly safe to

assume ,hat the integrated -value of stress for all elements is directly proportional to

the applied pressure. Accordingly, the maximum hysteresis, in terms of pressure,

would occul at +he midpoint of the pressure cycle. The fractional hysteresis increased

with increased streb.. range for the tvo., precision altimeters (1 and 2). The sensitive

altimeters (4 and 5) do not show any well defined trend. The higher hysteresis values

exshibited by the sensitive altimeters 'approximately equal to ten times that for the

precision altimeters) indicates a more hJghly stressed mechanism.
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TABLE VI

HYSTERESIS RESULTS

Readings at Approx. 10, 300 Ft.;
1000 Ft. to 22,700 Ft. Cycles (16.59 Hg)

Altimeter Hyoteresis Hysteresis Fraction of
(Ft.) (In. Hg) Pressure Range

1 4 .0032 .019 percent

2 5 .004 .024 percent

4 42 .034 .20 percent

5 65 .052 .31 percent

Readings at Approx. 15, 000 Ft.,;
1000 Ft. to 50,000 Ft. Cycles (25.44 In. HgV

Altimeter Hysteresis Hysteresis Fraction of
(Ft.) (In. Hg) Pressure Range

1 9 .0062 . 024 percent

2 15 .010 .039 percent

4 7. .049 . 19 percelat

5 82 .056 .22 perc ýit

Resu!ts of drift testing are shown or Figures 7, 6, and 9. Results of the first

test, after aLppro!:mnatcly one hundred hourc -f "rest" at ainbirnt pressure, is shown

on Figure 7. As previou,.1v described the first data point re-orded af, zero tir-,,.,

taken t'-ee minutes after start of the pressure change and appioxi- -,y one ...nu.e

after tie prcissure was sabilized at test value. Readings 'were taktn frequently for

"20 to 30 "i-tes L-W then ever,; Iur or ... until. the end of th-s day. Ambien. ttm-

peratu-e varxatlons were oriXy about 2 F ma-xi-rnun dur;rie these tz-sta. The ,tlrnettrs

were rnr..ntained " at presbvre` overnight rand several readiri,-5 tven the !oLlowing day,

which '.adings i!re L:•icated as a dashdj Line after u.1 time scole break on Figures

7, g, Aid 9. Drift data ahown on Figur- .8 was obtainedi at app"roimntely 1350 ft.

altitude alter " r-stLn-g at f22, .:e ft. and s :ikAl larly, the data of Figure 9 was obtained
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after a 22 hour "rest" at 50,000 ft. altitude. The drift. results associated with theI; precision althmeters show considerable scatter but in general, the drift after 24 hours

for the sensitive altimeters is also of the same order of magnitude as the hysteresis.

Analysis of the "Standard Linear Solid" mo"'el, Section 3.3.1, dictates a linear

relationship between i 2 - i I and i 2 1 where £ '2 are indicated output

values and i 1' '2 are their first time derivatives respectively. The data for

altimeter number 5 shown on Figure 5 was compared in this manner and no correlation

was indicated. No attempts were made to compare the drift data for the precision

altimeters to the Standard Linear Solid model because of the paucity of data. It is

observed that the drift (as a fraction of the pressure range) is greater at 22,700 ft.

than at 1350 ft. This result would be expected from the Standard Linear Solid model

and would have the form shown in Figure 10 for a stress-time cycle of small magnitude

after holding at one extremity of the normal stress range of the instrument for an ex-

tended period. This type of response has also been demonstrated in Reference 16 where

it was found that drift and after-effect developed during a number of simulated short

duration successive flights t6nded to accomulate. Drift is defined in Reference 16 as

the change in altimeter reading with time when the instrument is subjected to a constant

pressure and after-effect is defined as the hysteresis, at sea level pressure, a the

completion of a pressure cycle.

3. S. 3. General Discussion.

Test results indicate that hysteresis for the precision altimeter is an order of

magnitude lower than for the sensitive altimeters. Drift accumulated over 24 hours

was of the same order of magnitude as the hysteresis for the sensitive altimeters

Drift, over a 24 hour period, of the sensitive altimeters was two to five times the

drift values exhibited by the precision altimeters. All comparisons were made on

a presaure basic rather than altitude basis, since the Integrated stress value for an

altimeter is believed to b more closely proportional to pressure than to altitude.

Curvature of the drift response for the sensitive altimeter was found to be

different than that predicted by the "Standard Linear Solid" model; however,

phenomonological cQrrelation was shown between this model and the accutmulation

of drift and after-eiect under successive cycling at a low frequency as shown in

Reference 16.
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Fractional hysteresis values were roughly proportional to pressure range for the

precision altimeters and roughly constant for the sensitive altimeters.

Existence of measurable frequency dependent Inelastic effects requires that some

attention be given to the calibration sequence. The calibration procedure adhered to

by Air Force calibration facilitiea appears to be adequate In this respect for the pre-

cision altimeters since such calibrations tend toward the mean calibration of an

inelastic error envelope (calibration is performed "tslowlyf so that a major portion

of the drift takes place as the calibration cycle is performed) which is small relative

to present values of overall scale error tolerances.
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SECTION 4

FUTURE ALTW h8ETER CALIBRATION STANDARDS, TECHN1tjUES,
AND PROCEDURES

An objective of this contract was to survey the field for calibration equipment and

techniques which might be utilized in achieving more satisfactory calibrations. Adver-

tising literature on appropriate products was available from many manufacturers.

Further information was obtained through a survey letter mailed to twelve organizations

which have indicated capability in the pressure calibratton equipment field.

4. 1. ALTIMETER CALIBRATION STANDARDS PRESENTILY AVAILABLE.

The instruments which may be utilized In ,alibration of Vaa altimeter are classified

into two groups; Reference Standards and Working Standards.

4. 1. 1. Reference Standards for Altimeter Calibration.

The Reference Standards are ch~racterized as pressure instruments which permit

direct reference of the indicated reading to the fundamentals of mass, length, and time.

A further restriction on this classification is that the instruments be constructed in

such a manner that the accuracy values practically achieved are at least twice as good

as the more versatile instruments of the second classification. The instruments sur-

veyed which fall into this classification are listed in Table VII.

4.1.2. Worqing Standards for Altimeter Calibration.

The workhug standards are generally characterized as instruments having somewhat

less accuracy than the reference standard but having greater flexibility and ease of

operation. The instruments surveyed which fall within this classification are listed in

Table VIII.

Items 1 through 6 are mercurial manometers and are generally considered capable

of operation as a reference standard if careful attention is given to the measurement;

however, the designs are such that ease of operation are favored over absolute accuracy.

Item 5 requires special mention because of the exceptionally high accuracy reported.

This instrument utilizes one fixed cistern and one movable cistern interconnected by

flexible tubing, Mercury level within the cisterns is sensed through 'apacitive means
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TABLE VII

Classification I (Reference Standards)

-TEM INSTRUMENT TYPE MANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION APPLICABLE RANGES ACCURACY REFERENCE

0-31" HE .001" HE forModified U-Tube Type MS-2 Micrometer 0-32" Hg each 0 0" H ior M-ffsaura

MStndard Barometer 0-42" Hg with occasio•al random Literature
He0-100" H deviation to .002" HE

Pneumatic 0.2-15 psi (0. 1 pai increments) . 015 percent of Manufacturers
Pi2ton-Cylinder Dynametrics Model PPS-500 0. 5-50 pGi (0.5 psi incrementa) LitraturePi~~ton-Cyhnder 1-160 p~i (I psi increments)ra~ iertr

0.3-1.5 psi

Pneumatic Consolidated 0. 3-5 pal 1 .015 percevt Manufacturers
Electrodynamics Model 8,-201 1.5-15 psi of reading Literature

Piston-Cylinder Corporation (j1 percent I. *. tacre-

meats for all rages)

.01 percent f.a. to

Pneumatic Piston- VWallace 0. Leonard Primary .02 percent of read- Manulacturers
4 Cylirder (Digital Le'nard, Inc. Pressure Standard .4 to 250 psi lag for each of three Literature

Readout) ranges

Vertical*

.3-15 psig .01 percent 1.s.

Tilting Pneumatic Rusks 2-600 psig .01 percent reading Manufacturers
Pistcn-Cylinder u Letter

I - lIned*
0-. 3 pusg .01 percent f. a.
0-2psig e 01 percent reading

Tentative Repeatability Figures. units expected to be marketed in 1962.

TABLE VIII

Classification 2 (Working Standards)

ITEY •NSTRUMENT TYPE IMANUFACTURER IDENTIFICATION I APPLICABLE RANGES ACCURACY REFER PNCE

1 Mercurial Manometer Hass A-I r t0-31" Hg .026 percent f.s. T.O. No. 33A7-4 -2-1

0-31" .Range .004"Hg with use Manufacturers

Mercurial Manometer Haag Mercurial Barometer 0-31" Hg of calibratio char L.terature
MIL Spec B-4308BofclbaincrtLesue

3 Mercurial Manomtter Ideal-Aerosmith OFF-SET Cistern 0-30" Hg .005" Hg Manufacturers

-HUterature

4 Mercurial Manometer Ideal-Aeresmith U-Tube 0-30" Hg .003" Hg Manufacturers
Double Cistern -". "MnuLacturera

5 Mercurial Manometer Ideal-Aerosmith Dule Cister0-33" Hg 3" Hgature
Nulling Manometer Literature

I eries 500 -3"g.0"H Manfacturers
6I Mercurial Manometer Exactel 0-32" HE .004" HEa

Servomanometer Literature,

Consolidated Electromarometer k 1.5 psi Less than .S M anu•acturvro
7 Force Balanced Bellows Elect.'.dynamics System 5.0 psi percent f.s. drift .iteraturt-

Corporation S 15 pi in 8 fr urs

V 'iancko Type Q3403 0-15 psi .04 percent I. Bulaeta tO6A

Baulletinr1rA

} artz Pressure Gage Duck Fused Quartz 0- 
1"I .0Hi33 percent ManufscturAri

Transfer •tsdani I 0-40" Hg f. s. repeatability Ltteraturk

eference Pressure 0.001"" gr .003 petrcent) Manulacturers

Diaphragm. Gas Reference Roseout e e 0-200" Hg per year stabilitybulletin 46027(tentative)

A* .07 pei Centt of proeseure Manufacturere
U. [;S. zcence Corp. Universal Barodyne .8-120" Hg or .002" Hg Letter

19 ft, at 10,000 Manufacturers
12 Pre•aure Capsule Fischer and Porter Press-l-Cell 0-80,000 ft. 58 ft. at 40, 000 Calsloh, -102

35." ft. - a 80. 000 ~ Sei.'. 11-1-121-1

sIervo-furce balanced Model PB-600 .025 pearcent fs. Manufa•wurvrr
13 .I Piston Beam 0 P -001 psi resolution Leteter
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and rebalauced to a given position by vertical motion of the movable cistern. Column

height is Indicated through a lead screw.

Rems 7 through 10 and 12 and possibly Item 11 (no descriptive literature is

available on the sensing mechanism for Item 11) use high precision spring elements

either directly or indirectly through a force balance system to give an analog signal

of applied pressure. An evacuated chamber on one side of a precision spring seal

serves as a pressure reference for these devices. Item 10 is unique in that the

pressure reference chamber is not evacuated but is filled with gas to give one discrete

pressure setting for the minimum energy position of the precision spring seal.

Item 13 is an adaptation of the conventional piston gage and is designed to giveI analog readings through force balancing of the piston rather than through direct use

of dead weights.

With regard to the reference standards tabulated in Table VII, it is of interest to

note the relative accuracy curves in terms of feet of altitude rather than units of

pressure. Figure 11 shows the comparison between an accuracy specification given

as . 001 inch Hg and an accuracy specification defined as .015 percent of pressure.

These figures correspond to the best accuracy figures quoted by the reference standard

manufacturers. It should be noted that, in terms of feet of altitude, the. 015 percent

of pressure curve is almost flat compared to a rapidly increAsing error at high Mltitude

for a fixed pressure error of . 001 inch Hg.

4,2, ADDITIONAL ALTIMETER CALIBRATION STANDARDS AND TECHNIQUES

UNDER DEVELOPMENT.

In addition to the items documented in Tables VII and VIII, information has been

received on several items recently developed or presently in a developmmtal state.

4.2. 1. Manometry Dc ielopment.

There have been many developments in the past ten years which have increased

the ease of operation of the off-set system style barometers while preserving high

accuracy. These developments include better cistern and cistern-tube passageways

to minimize leaks and bubble entrapment, use of temperature controlled cabinets

housing and manometer, electrical meniscus sighting devices with remote indication,
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pressure connections on the reference side so that the reference vacuum may be

monitored ontinuously at the top of the reference tube, remote positioning mechanisms

kr positioning of the meniscus indicating apparatus, and precise pressure controllers

which automatically hold a pressure setting on command of the electrical meniscus

Indicating apparatuis. The development trend for the off-set cistern barometer systems

is definitely toward remote console control and indication of a pressure setting.

The Hass Instm'ument Corporation expects to market a pushbutton control console

* for the offset cistern barometer before 1963. The pushbuttons will automatically

establish a pr.oetermined discrete pressure or altitude setting. Further development

by this manufacturer calls for automatic stepping through a pre-set sequence of altitude

points or pbotographic recording of altimeter indications.

The other off-set cistern barometer manufacturers also have remote indication

and control features, along with their own precision servo actuated pressure controllers.

Exactel Instrument Company is developing a U -tube servo manometer incorporating

two-inch bore tubes. This instrument will have facilities for verifying length calibration

through use of gage blocks.

4.2.2. Non-Mercurial Calibration Standards Development.

The Buck Instrument Company is adding a servo valve to their fuse-l quartz transfer

standard which will be supplied as an accessory to allow presetting and maintaining of a

given check point.

The Rosemount Engineering Company has modified a design of their Reference

Pressure Cell in order to give an optiona_. electrical adjustment of the setting of an

individual RPC cell. This feature allows adjustment over an approximate range of

0,. 1 inches oi mercury. This company is also developing accessory equipment which

will permit semi-automatic and automatic altimeter calibration,

The TriDyne Corporation is developing a force balanced piston cylinder type

instrument and the lowest standard range is 20 psia. Accuracy is reported as :. .025

percent f. s. The force is supplied through a servo driven poise weight on a ball lead

screw and an evacuated reference bellows serves as a prrtssure reference,.
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4.3. PROCEDURAL DEVELOPMENTS.

The developments that are presently taking place in the procedures of Air Force

altimeter calibrations and that might be considered for further development have been

divided into those pertaining dirently to the calibration equipment and those pertaining

tz the calibration of the altimeter.

4.3. 1. Altimeter Calibration Equipment.

The Air Force is presently in the process of renovating the procedure for main-

taining accuracy on the altimeter calibration instrments. This is being acoomplished

through use of piston cylinder type reference standardt, as listed in Table VII. These

reference standards will be established at approximately 100 bases throughout the

world and will be referenced periodically to similar standards maintained at the Heath

facilities. The units at the Heath facility will be calibrated on a rotational basis at the

Bureau of Standards. These reference standards then are utilized to maintain the

accuracies of the A-i type barometers. This procedural development, if coupled with

the recommendations for Improved operator techniques of the A-1 barometer given in

Section 3. 2, should result in an accuracy of the order of magnitude calculated in

Section 3. 2.1.5. If further improvement is requiired, the items listed in Table VIII

and the items discusbsed in Section 4 must be considered to be used in lieu of the A-1

type barometer, or in some cases, in conjunction with the A-i barometer. The

improvements in manometry techniques given in Section 4.2 definitely tend toward

greater ease of operation, but at the same time tend toward less portability. At the

periodical calibration checks against a reference standard, the reference standard und

the wo-'king standard must be brougl" together, which requires that one or the other

be quite mobile or portable. An alternate so ution is the use of a highly accurate and

portable transfer standard. Iterrs 7 throught. 12 and possibly item 13 have the advantage

of being highly portable and some of these 'an also classify in the same accuracy range

as the mercurial working standards. The nonmercurial working standards do not have

the mercury contamination problems and periodic cleaning procedures that are

associated with the mercurial standards. They alao do not have the inertia of a column

of mercury to cýitend with, ao that tneir response time is generally much faster and in

most cases they do not require a vacuum reference of an active nature.
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4.3.2. Altimeter Calibration Procedures.

The small, but nevertheless significant magnitude of the inelastic errors of the

precinion altimeters, as discussed in Section 3.3, indicates that a better procedure

for determining scale error envelope may be determined. For further improvement

in this area, !t Is recommended that a large group of altimeters be &,Ibjected to testing

along the pattern established in Section 3.3.2 and at temperatures corresponding to the

extremes that can be expected under service conditions. This data wuld give envelopes

analcgous to the envelope ulhwn on Figure 2, and under certlin service conditions the

calibration of the iltL-ieter could b expected to fail anywhere within this envelope. A

study of envelopes encountered by altimeters in service condition then could be utilized

to give the best Ptatistical calibration for scale error of any one altimeter, and expected

deviations from this callbration for a differeat flight envelope could bc estimated. With

the advent of semi-automatic and automatic calibration faacliies it ?Dpears that a

superior procedure for determining the besi: statistical scale error calibration and

deviations from this scale error calfbratior.n could be devised.
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SECTION 5

INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE SYSTEM LEAKAGE AND PRESSURE LAG

ON AIRCRAFT STATIC PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

A leak in the static pressure system of an aircraft will cause a flow of air

through the connectLng tubing of the system and therefore a breathing of air in and

out of the pressure sensing orifices. The situation is identical to an aircraft in a

dive or climb. In fact, leakage rates are usually specified in terms of rate of

descent or feet/min. The rate of allowable static system leakage specified in

Section 4.4.3.2 of MIL-P-26292 is 1000 ft,' min at an initial condition of 50,000

ft. (test performed near sea level conditions). The specifications for altimeters are

much tighter. Military Specification MIL-A-27229A (USAF) for the AAU-8/A

Altimeter specifies 100 ft/min at an initial condition of 18,000 feet (test performed

near sea !eve) conditions).

Flow through the connecting tu9 ing will subject tkle system instruments to a

pressure different from the pressxi'c sensed at the orifices. This is the well known

pressure-la•, error (see References 'A and 18) and is dependent on the static system

L•,stru, at volumes as well as the length, and internal diameter of the connecting

týbings. AA kov in or out of the static orifices will produce another error which is

caused by a pressure drop anross -he orifices and disturbance of the external flow

past the orifices. Both of these types of errors will be discussed in the following

paragraphs.

5. 1. PRESSURE LAG.

The maximum allowable lag for an aircraftis static pressure system is shown

on Figure 4 of MIL-P-26292. The pressure lag aP the mawr transducer and at the

instrument panel i3 specified in terms of maximum rate of climb of a vehicle -for an

airttude of 50, 000 feet. Altitude error equivalencim for the -iUowable pressure lag

can be obtaintd• from;

dt

where:

AH : Pr.-ssure-altitude error, 1'.

A = Presskre lag consvanL, sie.

.iate of climb, ft/ sec.
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Under the conditions fPr determin",g system lag stated in paragraph 4. 4. 5.2 of

MIL-P-26292, the lag constant will consist entirely of viscous and acoustic lag

terms. The lag due to aerodynamic interference of the external flow caused by air

breathing in or out of the static orifices, reported in Section 5.2, can be determined

only under actual flight conditions or by wind tunnel testing. Assuming that acoustic

lag is small compared to viscous lag, as explained later in Section 5.1.2, and that

the temperature of the static pressure system is near sea level standard vonditions,

i. e., To : 518. 69' R, the allowable system lag for any altitude can be approximaed

by using the viscous lag relationship

p
XA0 (P ) 12

where P is the static pressure and subscript "0" refers to standard-atmosphere sea

level conditions.

The allowable static lag at the major transducer and at the instrument panel as

a function of altitude and maximum rate of climb of a vehicle is shown in terms of

altitude error on Figures 12 and 13 respectively. The allowable error is consider-

ably larger for the instrument pc.,el than for the major transducer. It also increases

with the maximum rate of climb capabilities c 'the aircraft, although for rates of

climb beyond 60, 000 f/min there is a definite leveling off of the curve, Figures

12 and 15, therefore, indicate that superson. 3, high performance aircraft car have

a larger allowable pt essure-altitude lag error than slower aircraft if they climb at

rates near their maximum capabilities even though their allowable lag constant, X ,

must be held to a lower vaue.. However, it should be noted that the altitude errors

shown c;orrespond to maximum rates of climb and will be less, by d_-_ect proportion,

for slower rates oi climb.
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5. 1. 1. Viscous LagM

Air flowing through the connecting tubing of an aircraft's static pressure system

when thcre is a leak in the system, or when the vehicle is in a dive or climb, causes

a pressure drop between the pressure ports and the receiving instruments. This is

the viscous lag of the system and can be expressed for moderate flow rates as:

12 &U L + V (13)V D 4 p d 2

where:

A = coefficient of viscosity

L = length of tubing

D = internal diameter of tubing

P = statio, pressure

Vd = volume downstream of tubing

Vt = volume of tubing

In an actual aircraft installation, Equation (13) must be evaluated for each length of

tubing between the static port anc the instrument for which the lag is to be deter-

mined. All the individual lag constants are then added to obtain the total lag.

For this report we assumed a realistic total instrument system volume of 100
3

in. to determine what altitude error wculd exist for a leak in a pressure line 10

feet fr•om the static orifices. The resulls are shown on Figturg 15 as a function of

internal diameter of the tubing. The leakage rate used was 1000 ft/nin which is

the allowable rat, stated in Section 4. 4. 3. 2 of MTL-P-26292 for an entire static

system. The coefficient of viscosity, A, was evaluated at sea level standard

temperature. During flight the average temperature of the _Ar in the static system

could vary considerably from this value but, as shown on Figurc 14, P is not

gTeatly dependent on temperature, i. e., a 100* R temperature change from sea

level conditions, T = 513. 69* R, will cause only about a 15 percent change in the0

Coefficleat of viscosity.
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The viscous lag error varies as the fourth power of the tubing diameter. For

the example at 40,000 feet shown on Figure 15, the altitude error equivalence of

viscous lag can be decreased from 15.3 ft. to 0.51. ft. by increasing the inside

diamet~r of the tubing from 0. 15 inch to 0.305 inch, the diameter specified in

Paragraph S. 4.6. 1 of MIL-P-26292. The altitude errors shown on Figure 15 for

the recommended diameter of 0.305 inch and the allowable leakage rate of 1000 ft/min

is small, reaching a value of only 15.5 feet for an altitude of 100,000 feet. However

the errors shown are for a specific example and the magnitude of altitude error will

be devendent on, the location of a pressure leak In the system and will be largest if

the leak is clse to the instruments because L from leak to ports is imximum.

S. 1. 2. Acoustic. Lag.

The, acoustic lrg is the time for pressure prupagation through the static system

tubing and is defined as follows:

-_ L (14)
a a

where: "a" is the local speed of sound inside the tubing.

From Eq. (11) we can obtain the equivalent altitude error:

L dli (15)a a dt

Using the above example for a pressure leak 10 feet from the static orifices, a

leaage rate of dH/dt = 1000 ft/min, and assuming "a" = a 0 1116.4 ft/sec, the0

altitude ervi:" •iue to acoustic lag will be 0. 15 ft. This value is small compared to

-he viscous 1'g errors shown on Figure 15.

The conclusionb that may be reached regarding viscous and acoustic lag are

that the reoulting pressure-altitude errors will be small if the connecting tubing

has Ln Lnternal diameter of 0. 305 inch or greater, if the leakage values are moderate

(10C. ft of altitude per minute) and if the static system volumts are moderate (about

3
100 in. ). For higher values of leakage or climbing rate or larger syster'volumes,

errors increase in direct proportion 'asee Equation 15 used to calculate Figure 15

resulLs).
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5.2. PRESSURE ERRQRS CAUSED BY FLOW THROUGH STATIC PRESSURE

ORIFICES.

A leak in an aircraftts static pressure system will produce a breathing of air in

or out of the pressure sensing orifices. Flow through the static oriflfes will intro-

duce two types of pressure errors; one Is the pressure drop across the orifices and

the other is caused by disturbance of the external flow field past the oiifice.

The influence of external interference effects of flow through pitot-static tube

static pressure orifices at supersonic Mach numbers and angles of attack has been

investigated by the NASA, Reference 19. Resulte and parameters from Reference

19 have been incorporated in the present analysis, together with additional subsonic

wind tunnel data obtained at REC, to predict typical leakage effects.

Wind tunnel tests were run at REC to determine the magnitude of the orifice

errors for subsonic flow using the USAF Type MA-1 pitot-static tube. The test

set-up for measuring the subsonic orifice pressure error as a function of mass

flow through the orifices of an MA-1 is shown as Figure 16. Manometers, with

1.04 specific gravity oil, were ased to obtain accurate differential pressure

measurements. A static tap on the tunnel wall was used as a reference for measure-

ments of the static pressure (Ps) variations. Mass flow through the static orifices

was controlled by a mass flow measuring capillary temperature controlled in an ice

bath, A pre-cooler coil, placed in LN2, was used to remove water vapor from the

air before it passed through the control capillary. The tests were run in thu REC

Transonic Wind Tunnel, rectangular 3. 6 inch x 17 inch test section, at M = 0. 5 and

0. 7 for 0 and 10" angles of attack. Atmospheric tot•l prs-ssure and total tempera-

ture conditions were used. Mass flow passing out through the o.-Afices was varied
-7

from 0 to approximately 3.5 x 40 slugs/ sec for each Mach munber, angle of

attack cond~tikn. Results of the experiment are show,) on Figure 17; pressure

error P P •/P ef is shown as a fwun-tion of mass flow parameter
1 er ref.

CW = n/(PlVW A)
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where:

P = static pressure at sensing orifices.s

Pref = static pressure reference from tap located on wa'Il of wind-tunnel
test section.

m;2 = mass flow, slugs! sec, determined from pressure drop across
mass flow measuring capillary.

P ® = wind-tur-el or free stream static density determined from Fref
and static temperature in the tunnel test section.

V. = wind-tunnel or free stream velocity

A = total cross-seetional area of static orifices.
a

As shown on Figure 17, the pressure error did not go to zero for zero mass flow.

This is due to an inherent pressure difference between the wall static reference used

to set the tunnel Mach number and the static pressure as measured by the MA-i.

The difference does not effect the reliability of the results since the change in pitot-

st'tic tube pressure reading with orifice flow rate (e with Cw) is the measurement

of concern.

Data plotted on Figure 17 includes the effect of pressure loss across the static

orifices as well as the pressure error caused by disturbing the external .ow past

the orifices. Pressure drop across the static orifices of +he MA-1 as a funct!on of

small aft velocities through the orifices was determined separately and is shown as

Figure 18. This data was obtained with no external flow over the tube. The dimen-

sionless pressure error (e,) in this low mass flow r nge is, within experimental

accuracy, a linear functloi of velocity through the orifices. From the slope de.,. dv2 -
-6

8 x 10 eec/ft, the magnitude of the error due to pressurý drop across the

orifices with respect to the over-all pressure error with externsi flow, Figure 17,

can be obtained from the rlatlonship:

de de Vdede
2 2

2 Vv A 2
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Using an average value of V. from the experimental values for M = 0.5 and 0.7,

the pressure error due to pressure drop across the orificed, de 2/dC2 was subtracted

from the total error, de/dC 2' to obtain the pressure error (de 1 /dC w) due to

disturbance of external flow past-the orifices.

Figure 19 shows the rate of change of etatic pressure error caused by dis-

turbance of external flow past the orifice with rate of change of mass-flow coefficient,

deo /dCw, as a function of Mach number. Also shown on Figure 19 are transonic and

supersonic values of doI/dCw obtained from References 19 ,ud 20. In Reference 19

the orifice errmrs were obtained to simulate an aircraft in steep angles of climb or

dive and therefore ths data was obtained ove' a greater range of mass flow than our
-• -€ -6

present data" i.e., from 0 to ahc it 2.2 x 10 2.9 x 10 and 3.7 x 10 slugs/sec.

for the Mach numbers of 2. 4 3.0 and 4. 0, respectively. The extensive data obtained

in Reference 19 showed a linear variation of eI with Cw and therefore bhould be appli-

cable to small leakage rates on the order of 5,000 ft/ min in the tropopause, which

was about the maximum mass flow rate used in the present investigation. Results

from Reference 19 also indicate that de /dCw 's essentially independent of angle of

attack up to +15'. The data shown on Figure 17, for an angle of attack of 10°,

appear4 to verify this postuiation, althoqjgn there was a fair amount of scatter in the

a 10W data. The transonic dsia from Reference 20, shown on Figure 19, was

obtained using a British Mark 9 A Pitot-Static Head. This data was also for large
-5

masd flow leakage rates up to 2 x i0 slugs/see., and for zero angle of attack.

A semi-empirical analysis for determining atatic pressure system leakage error

is given in the following analysis. If a fiX.'d volume system is couaidered as well as

the perfect gas law,

p v mR T (17)

and

4 dm RT mR dT
dt dt v v Lit
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and if the sys'em is at constant temperature or isothermal, which is the casm for an

aircraft system under moderate leakage or climb rates, then

_. d d_ H • RT-__ p-• (18)
dt dH - -v

or
!t d d v

dH 5Ft R TP

- dlH v
dt RT

where

- ~ = densitydH
H = pressure altitude

The mass flow parameter was defined earlier as:

Cw VV A sv ) (19)

where

= a mass flow rate

0 W free stream densAty

V.= free stream velocity

A = area of st.dic orifice
S

or from (18') -H v
dt 0T dH v

CWj V~ A A j)
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The pressure ratio parameter is:

AE -,7p (21)el:- P.. p °

P1 -ndicated pressure with air flow through the static orifices

P. true static pressure

The results, for constant Mach number, have been shown to be near).y linear with gas

flow rate ,and not largely dependent on angle of attack. Thus,

!LEI= de • C (22)
P dC ww

and

-- RT = d C • R TM (23)AH = P, d C, w

where

,N = altitude sensIng error, ft.

tnTM atmospheric temperature, R

theni

V

de,_ d.H i RT (24)
d C W dt RT , AR(

where subscript i" refers to instrument system

I1 "

let V M6, a -NM. 49.1 (T) 1 ,thea

H . 1/2 e I -i ft. (25)

Siis Li
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whereK = constant = 2.83x 10-5

[A] = Altitude parameter which is relatively constant in the btandard
atmosphere varyiDg from 22.8 at sea level to 19.7 in the tropopause, T in OR.

[B] = Experimentally aetermined influence of orifice outflow from Figure 19,

[C] :=tatic system design parameter.

V =- instrument system volume, Un.

Tt = instrument system temperature, *R
I2

A = area ý-f static orifices, in. 2
S

[D] Rate of climb ,)r leakage paramster. The fotrm of this parameter Is
convenient since leakage rates are usually expressed as altitude
rates. Units are in ft./r•n.

The resulting equation (25) permLC' th. dculaton of the extemral interferonce static

pressure ei,.r due to leakag- as a Nr ticn o, tdtitude, Mach number, static system

geometry, and leakage ýi r• atfw of .,11mb.

The parameter fo," -reý.sure c r-op. aeo the orifices, e2• is independent of axternal

Mach number and, as sh,.;van ci Fi4w- ., varies linearly with velocity through the

orifices. The f- ,'i g. ;:zprr.b!-- be used to determine mass flow as a function

of leakage raý. , . pressu-L s.,iem parameters and altitude,

L , -R, (26)
I

where 0. is the static density at al&tude. UaLng the pressure--al•tude error relation-

&PI

azd

2 P2 d e2

2 Yd V 2



inwhere V. - • A -velocity through the orifices, the following expression can be

cotained for ltftude-poaitioi1 error due to pressure drop across the static orifices:

.112 =K2 [T [ 2"2 T ] [d- , (29)

ii -3
TheconstantK 1.39x 10

2
when

-6
de2/dV 8 x I0 sec/ft.

2 
2

T =eR

A =in.s

dli
- ft, PIni

dt

Equatons (25) and (29) were used in q-ý examnple as followq:

T" =390- F

Vi = 100 in. 3

Ti 500 R

A -- i2 (defined bv the g,-;met'y of, Cti 1.4•1 pitot-atatic tube withS 26 four .!162. ikeb diavietr 8t't!C

dli

= 1000 ft./mln, (this number Di defined by MIL-.P-26292 and is assumed
to exist I the exam-ile),

The I 3uRtG of the calculaticn are indicated by Fignre 20. At subsonic Mach

numbers, the predicted leakage efff-ct increased to 7. 0 ft. it M 1.0, ini increased

with increasing supersonic Mp'ch numbhers to 24. 1 ft, PI M = 4. 0, The error due to

the pressure drop acroes thie. atic o-ifices, A-!'2 0.0 f.i, i, in !pendenw of flight

Maeh naunber in the abbove e'xample .nd oan'la when ,-klmpFere to the a ,vrfd--a•iic

interference ern.r, AH.



The oonclusions that may be reached regarding the aerodynaaic inw'.rfe-, -ice ,ec~ z

of leakage are that they will be small (see example) but not neg" 'bli -•vi!dit static2

system volumes are not excessive (200 in. or less) and itakaýe v'al.ea are >'zrate

(2, 000 ft. of altitude per minute). It should bo noted that tne rpOr-'rewaent nf S•,tion

4.4. 2 of MIL-P-26292 allowable leakage rate of 1000 f. / rain, at an initial monditittn

of 50,000 feet, (test performed near sea level onditionsW is aevere since it roiqlres

the leakage test be performed wit. ibout 1 r;,id acruss tL, static system. However,

in pre3sured aircraft, the diffei ential ,',' .ýnpro-p'h tC, value for vomponentA ,

static system in the pressurized area.

The Air Force flush stdtic poit instaltlaion :hovm on Figure I of MIL-P-26292 has
the same total static port area kA 0. , t MA-i Pitot-Statie 1)abe. The

flush fuselage ihstallation requires srwi 0, u4 7" diameter orifkfes while the MA-1

requires four 0. 0625" (Hiameter orifices. Although not verified experimentally, it is

expected that the orifice pressure drop through flush f",,elaga installatlons will be

similar to the Figure 18 data. In the fuselage staic jurt installation, the aerodynamic

interference may be considerably les4 since thc orftice flow exhausts into a relatively

thtck boundary layer as compared to the conditions at the MA-i pitot-static tube orifice

lc-cation.

EXAMPLE: Figures 175 &nd 20 may be used t) solve any leakage or rate of cilmb

altitude error problem. If we •onsider V, 200 in.

dH MY% ft00 ./ sec.

H - 4u,000 ft.

D = 0.305" (dia. of static linc)

M ý 1.0 (Mach No,

From Figurc 15, vls-.ous laý 0.9 ft. for 100 ',nr vo,,uume and 1000 ft./ iec.

so t(:ztt'! vi-u5 S lag tR. of altituce) - 0.9 x 4 = 3.6 ft.

From Figure ., .. _binbed interfe-ence and orifice pressure drop 2 •. 0 f"
(for I00 in. 3 and 1000 ft./sec.)

so wtal interlererce and orilic:o ef;ic'. - 7.0 X 4 '"'8. 0 ft
and~

all effects 3,e 3.6 2,. 0 Dl. 6 fU.
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SECTION 6

PRESSURE ERRORS CAUSED BY DIMENSIONAL VArUATIONQ AND
IRREGULARITIES OF STATIC PRESSURE PORTS ON

PITO(" -STATIC TUBES

Wind tunnei tests were performed at REC on seven Model 852A Pitot-Static i.u•3

that had variations in the angular displacement of their static ports, The REC Model

852A is an Air Force Type MA-1 deiced P-S tube and operatee on 116 volts, AC or DC.

It is manufactured in accordance with MYL-P-25632B. External dimenAons of the MA-1

are identical to those of the USAF TRTj -1/A (REC Model 850) which has a 28 volt AC or

DC heating unit and is manufactured in accordance with MIL-P-25757B. Dimensional

tolerances of these P-S tubes must be held to an accuracy that will permit intei change-

ability on aircraft without introducing unkuowi. --.odynamic prescure errorG. The

external tolerances for the Type MA-I are shown on Figure 1 of MIL-P-25632B.

There are four 0. 0625 inch diaaeter static holes which have tolerances of i005 inches.
-. 000

Angular displacement for each hole is 37.5" :1 0' 1 5 1. Pressure errors introduced by

angular displacements outside this * 0V 15? toleranca, which corresponds to only *. 0014

inches on the circumference of the tube if the 0. 620 inch nominal tube diameter is 'ised,

is discussed in the followtng paragraphs.

The seven P-S tubes tested at REC had the following angular displacements for

the forwprd static boles:

TABLE IX

Angular Displacc-ient Included Angle

Tbe of Forward Static Ports Between Static Ports

I 38' 16'; 37" 30' 75" 46'

2 43" 15'; 32" 15' 75" 301

3 34" 50'; 40' 10' 754 0'

4 4" 191; '40 481 754 71

5 36E 0'. :38* 27V 74" 33'

6 3r 301; 35' 36' 73* 6'

7 3 11'; 354 44' 72" 55'
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These P-9 tubes were selected for testing because they represented a wide variation of

static hole loeatiors from the nominal 37. 5* angular displacement from the vertical

centerline of the tube. The + 0ý 15' angular tolerance on the holes is exceeded for

each tube. Although the port angles are given only for the forward ports, the Wnline

rear ports exhibited approximately the same angular displacements. Two of the P-8

tubes tested, No. 2 and No. 3, nad external burrs in the immediate vicinity of the

static ports, Tests were made with these burrs on and after the burrs were removed.

6.1. TESTING PROCEDURE.

Tests were performed in the REC ,. 6 inch x 17 inch sub&,.:-c wind tunnel. The

wind tunnel facility is described in Reference 21. Data was obtained using the accurate

"pressure differential" method where a flush static pressure wall tap on the 3.6 inch

side of the rectangular test section was used as a reference and pressure differential

between the referesice tap ard the static ports on the P-S tubes was measured on a

water manometer. One tube, No. 1, was selected as a reference. Measured pressure

differential, (P - Pr)d for this tube was used as a reference, or zero value, and.wis

subtracted from the (P8  Pd) values for the other six tubes to obtain A(Ps - P ),the

pressure difference due to variation in the angular displacement of the static holes.

This method gives a very accurate determination of the minute pressure dcLffrences

-aused by srnall d&ensional variations of the s~atic ports and does not introduce the

large measuring errors that would result if absolute values of static pressure were

measvrred. Each P-S tube wa-7 fested at an angle of attack of + 10 and Mach nunuers

of 0.3, 0. 5, arnd 0.7. Two tubes. No. 1 and No. 3, were also tested at 0* and +4*

angies of attack,

6. ,. PRESFNTATION Oiý DATA.

The prt -,aure-altitude ierrrf, c-used by angula.r displacament variations of static

pressure ports on the seven Model 652A P-S tubes are sbwn on Figures 21 and 22.

Also included on these graphs are the errors intruduced when external burrs are

present on the static ports of tubes No. 2 and No. 3. 9ea level conditions and an

angle of attack of ,10^ *ere used to iflustr:•f the axtreme altitude errore that could



occur. The pressure errors, A(P - Prd' were converted to altitude errors using the

relationship

-&( Pd)
A -SL p RTSL (30)

r

Where R is the gas rnhtant .

Altitude error will decrease In direct proportion with the absolute static temperature

as illustrated in the following table for standard atmosphere temperature values.

TABLE X

Static Static Temp.
Altitude Temperature Ratio 6H

Sea Level 518.69* R 1,000 100 ft.

10,000 ft. 483.04" R 0.9313 93 ft.

20,000 P.. 447, 43* R 0.8626 86 ft.

30,000 ft. 411.86* R 0. 7Pk0 79 ft.

36, 000 ft. 389. 99° R 0.7%19 75 ft.
to

80,000 ft.

The + 10 angle of attack 4s sevre with respect to normal flight conditions of an

adirci-ft and can be realized usually only under low spe1d ianding conditions. A typital

flight envelope for an aircraft flving in a "clean" configuration, taken from Figure 6

of Refe-i-nce 22, is shown as Figure 23. Fýr a q of 187. 2 lu/ ft2, ..he z-.-na'murnCm in.

angle of attack would range between 6* ard ,1 for flights from sea level to 50, 000 t.

Ar, indication of altitude , -'ors present at angles of attack lESC than * 10" ,you: i be to

",se a linear variation with angl. of attack for the errors s•.,k in Fig, :-- 2.1; . ,e,0 for

a - S' 5, the errors would be 1/2 thl values showa on Figure 21.

The tubes tested had a wide varia'tion in the angulAr dcsplacement of the static

ports. Considering only the data on Figure 21 thai was taken ftor tubes witn no b- rrs

presenl or the static hoces, we see tlhat very small ,:rrors a :_e. ,trrýd&ced at M 0. 3.
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At this Mach number, which is in the vicinity of an aircraft's landing speed, the total

deviation of the data from all seven tubes is lust 18.0 feet. At M = 0.5 and M = 0.7

the total deviations of the data is 68.0 feet and i43. 1 feet, respectively. It should be

voted that at these higher Mach numbers, the dircraft's angle of attack is usually con-

siderably less than I0 and the aircraft would normally be at altitude. The above

errors, reduced to correspond with the qCmin. ý 187.2 lb/ft2 line on Figure 23, are

shown as column 5 on Table XI. It should be noted that following along this qcmin.

line is also an extreme condition for operation of most aircraft. An indication of the

accuracy of the data taken can be obtained from the two sets of data points for tube

No. 7. This tube wab run twice in the wind tunnel to verify the magnitude of its dis-

placement errors and the data agreed within Alsi z 10 feet for all three Mach numbers.

To obtain a relative order of magnitude of the altitude errors shown on Figure 21,

we will coxpare them with the errors permitted for altimeters and air data computers.

The Air Force precision pressure altimeter, Type AAU-8/A, has its permissible

scale errors specified in MIL-A-27229A (USAF). The Air Force Central Air Data

Computer, Type MG-1A, has its scale error specified in MIL-C-25653B (USAF) as

1 40 feet or 0. 2 percent of the indicated altitude whichever is greater. A readout

indicator must accompany the air data computer. One of thede indicators ih the

A/A24G-7 Amplifier - Indicator Group, Altitude - Vertical Speed, whicb haq its

scale error calld out in MIL-A-27328 (USAF) as ± 25 feet. This error must be

combined with the air data computer error to obtain the overal! error of the system.

An abbre'iated :abulation of the aoLve scale errors is shown in Table XI.

The total deviation of the data shown on Figure 21 can be used as ,u indication

of repeatability cf pitot-static tubes witn the range of hole 2-cations per T•hle IX.

From the data there a.pears to be a defirite error iependmnce on the included :ngli'

hetween tme static ports. Two tubes q•ed, No. 6 and No. 7, had included angles

for their porlta .,nelder-ably belks the specIficd 75* The er.,crs for these tubes

were larger than those for the r•m•auiing five tube&, all of wiaich had included angles

near 75.In cluded arn.glef f 'eas than 75" gave a negat',e altiA.Ude error which
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TrABLE XI

COMPARISON OF ALTIMETER SCALE ERROR TOLERANCES
Wirii THE ERRORS INTRODUCED BY

STATIC PRESSURE PORT ANGULARITY VARIATIONS

Standard Altitude Errors (Feet)
Altitude
(Feet) 1 2 3 4 5 6

0 *30 * 40 * 25 * 47 20 * 4.8

1,000 *35 * to * 25 + 47 21 * 5. 1

2,000 *40 .k 40 * 25 * 47 22 * 5.3

4,000 *50 *40 * 25 * 47 23 * 5.4

6,000 *60 *40 *25 * 47 24 * 5.8

8,000 +70 *40 *25 * 47 27 * 6.7

10,000 *80 *40 ±25 * 47 30 * 7.5

20,000 130 + 40 * 25 + 47 42 *1 r.3

30,000 *180 - 60 + 25 * 65 62 *16.,k

40,000 :k230 ± 80 ± 25 * 84 91* *25.1"

50,000 *280 :-00 * 25 *103 149" -4-2.4*

60,000 *-800 ±120 * 25 *123

*Estimated Values

Column Explanation

1, Scale er,•r tolerance of Air Force AAU-8!/A Precision Altimeter,
M!L-A-27229A (USAF).

2. Scale error tolerance (inciudlng hystercls) of 'ype MG-1A Central Air

Data Computer, MiL-C-25653B (USAF).
3. S,..ile error tolerance. of Type A/A.-•"-7' Amplifier.Indicator Group,

Altitud-, -Vertcal .-Seed, MIL-A-27328 (USAF).

4. Root-Magnitude--Squrred, or fandom error addition, of Columns 2 and 3.
This iA Lhe ¢omtineld _°cade error of the Air D-,-a Cor-avnp.er Systvm.

5. The total variatior. of the altitude errors of all seven MuL -s shown on

Figure 21 reduced to correspond to th ý i z J .2 lbft line 2

r .gure 23 -hi: t r 4-. ) r unck I e d error.

6. Ma-imium iw.-vrn a'ttude -rror devlatio-s for the five tubes with included
angles near 75' (Numbners i, 4, 3. , awl 5•. The randomii.ed errors cor-
recpond to the C in, o 187. 2 lib 'At line on 'Figure 3. Effect of tube
rotation relative to air _•tream are included. M3iximum valu teisi.e<i was
5* 45', Tab( .No. 2, Table LX.



corresponds to a positive pressure error, A(P - P. This trend is in the same
direction that earlier experiments indicate, Reference 23.

A rotational displacement of the static ports, with a 75' included angle maintained,

with respect to the rear mounting holes does no' appear to produce a large pressure

error. This rotation angle (for which the single ,,)rt manufacturing tolerance of

37. 5* * •0 15' is specified in MIL-D-25632B) could also occur easily if the pitot

boom on an aircraft :4 out of alignment. To obtain an idea of the random deviation

of altitude error caused by rotation of the static ports, we took an average value of

the errors that occurred Wbr the niyv tubes with included angles near 75ý, numbers

1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The maximum deviation from this average will give a repeatability

error for tube& with slightly rutated static ports. These maximum deviatious wh'ch

we shall assume as random deviations are AHal :k 4. 0 feet, k 17.7 feet, and * 38. 6

feet for Mach numbers of 0.3, 0. 5, and 0. 7, respectively. Taking into account that

these random values are for sea level conditions and an angle of attack of ± 10C, it

can be concluded that they are indeed si.all when compared to randomized altimeter

and air data computer errors. The errors, reduced to correspond to the q.min.

187. 2 lb/ft2 line on Figure 23, are tabulated in column 6 cf Table XI. At zero degrees

angle of attack, these errors will ,educe tr. zero. It should also be noted that the ports

on some of the tubes used in this analysis were rotated as much as 5" 45'.

6.3. EXTE.NAL BURRS IN THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY OF THE STATIC PORTS.

As mentioned above, tests were also run on two tubes that had external burrs in

the Immediate vicinity of one or more of their static ports. These burrs could bc:

formed when a hard instrument is used to clean out the holes or by insertLng an indicating

device into the hoies. Photographs of the burrs aro s8hown on Figures 24 and ":5. On

pitot-static t-be, No. 2, Figure 24, the tv,< forwar'4 ports on thtE tube had buvrs. The

'argest burr had a height of only 0, 006 inches. Number 3, Figure 25, alo had two

burrs vith a height or. the larger one of 0.004 inches. Earlier 8tudies, Reference 24,

indicated that external burrs or inrterr_.Il bevels --.n the static ports could c.use szeabl-

pressure errors. Tests were run on .xoth tubes, with the burrs on and after the burra
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FIGURE 24

PHOTOGRAPH OF BURRS ONd sTATic PORTS

OF REC MODEL 952 A PITOT - STATIC lUjBE NUMBER 2.

FIGURE 25

P"tOTGORAFP$ OF BURRRS ONt STATiC PORTS

OF REC iwODEL S52 AP7TOT-STATIC TURE NUMSER 3..
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hRd beip. removed, The results for a + 10' angle of attack are shown on Figure 21.

Although the purrs are small in height, they produce a noticeable pressure error.

Thtý equivalhen bea level altitude errors for the burrs, taken from Figure 21, are

as Rhown belcw jn Table XIi.

X11

AH FOR BURRS

M Tube Namber 2 Tube Number 3

A =icr a.=0 a a40

34.7 ft. 4 17.1 ft. + 16A9 ft. + 900 ftV

0.5 4111.7 ft. 61.0 ft. + 52.4 ft. +33.9 ft.

07 '136.3 ft. 125.9 ft. +110.8 ft. +68.7 ft.

The tube with the smalier iurrs, No, 3, was also tested at 0* and 4f angles of

attack before apd after the burrs were removed. The results, listed on Table XI1

md slNowi nn Figure 22, indicate that a pres3ure error due to the burrs exists for

zen3 w-gle of atta.-k, xid that at -40 angle of attack the errors are nearly as large

as ior a + 10'. Ccnpariscn between the tube used as a reference, No. 1, and No. 3

ater the burrs had been removed show i very slight difference La the data taken at

-a =, 03. This (iference is within the aforementioned accuracy ,I the wvind tunnel data,

but could dlso Ue due tn -t0er small variations between the two tubes.

6.4. CONCLMRIINS.

On the basiz of the data presented above, !je following conclusions can be

reached,

1. From the data it can be concluded tbMat the + 0* 30' manufacturiug

tolerance on the 75" included angle betw.•en the static ports is suffirient to provide

excelient aerodynamic interchangeability, reference Column 6, Table XI.
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2, The randomized Altitude errors due to rotation of the static holes, main-

taining the 7t5 included angle, are shown in column 6 on Table XI. Although angular

variations as large as 5e 45' are included in this average, the errors are small when

compared to the stated accuracies of altimeters and air data computers. The - 0V 15'

m'a.nufactiuring tulerance on the 37.5e locations of the individual static ports from the

ventral plane of the tube is conservative and could be relaxed to a tolerance of * 10 if

the t..' included angle tolerance is specified as 0V 30' . The tolerance relaxation

will cause no noticeable errors in the accuracy of the complete static pressure system,

providing the pitot-static tube is installed on the aircraft with an accuracy of about ± r.

3. Burrs in the vicinity of the static ports, even if only a few thousandths

cf an inch in heigLh, will cause noticeable pressure errors. As shown in Table XII,

these errors do not decrease rapidly with decreasing angle of attack. They will cause

L relatively large residual etrror at zero angle of attack, whereas pressure errmrs due

to angular variaticns of the static ports will decay with decreasing angle of attack ana

will cause no pressure error at a = 0.

Extreme care should be taken if measuring or cleaning instruments are inserted

into the static ports as these instruments could cause burring or internal beveling of

the ports.

4. The total vadiation of the altitude errors of all seven REC Model 852A

Pitot-Static Tubes tested fails within the scale error tolerance of other components

of in aircraft's static pressure system. Although the pitot-static tubes tested novered

an extreme range of (1) singular angular variations of the static ports and (2) the

includ&d angle between sets of static ports, the total variation of all the errors, shown

on Column 5 of Table XI are compatible with the stated accuracies of altimeters and

air data computers shown as Columns 1 and 4 on Table XI. The total variation errors

shown on Column 5 of Table XI, are also extreme cases because they follow fhe qcmin

187.2 lb/ft2 line on i'igure 23 and operation along this line will be at an angle of

attack oa over h*. Lower angles of attack would give proportionately lower errors.
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SECTION 7

FUSELAGE SKIN IRREGULARITIES
IN THE VICINITY OF' FUSELAGE STATIC PRESSURE PORTS

AND FUSELAGE MOUNTED AERODYNAMIC ALLY
COMPENSATED PITOT-.STATIC TWBES

7.1. FUSELAGE STATIC PRESSURE PORTS.

This section presents a brief analysis of the pressure-altitude errors that would

result if, in the vicinity of the static ports, an aircraft's fuselage skin is deformed from

its specified manufacturing contour. Fuselage static port, on aircraft with high sub-

sonic flight capabilities normally hive a residual altitude-position error due to the local

flow field of the aircraft. This error is primarily a function of Mach number but could

also be dependent on angle of attack, angle of sideslip, and Reynold's number. The

position error is usually different for each aircraft model produced and flight tests are

performed on at least one aircraft of each model to determine its position correction.

If the fuselage contours of subsequent aircraft of the same model deviates from the con-

tour of the flight tested aircraft, the master calibration curve of position error for

these aircraft will be in error. Both manufacturing tolerances during production and

damage to the aircraft's skin in service could cause unknown residual position errors.

To arrive at a criterion for allowable ýi~n deformation, corresponding to equivalent

altitude errors and as a function of jengui• and width of the deformation and distance of

the aeformation from the static ports, :i smooth wave deflection was chosen as shown orn

Figure 26. The deflection has the shape of a 360b cosine wave with a deflection depth,

D, equal to the double amplituae of the cosine wave. The wave is assumed to start. a

distance T, from the port and extend for equal distance ± y on either side of the static

port location. The pressure error felt at the poAt caused by specific skin Uefleztions

were computed on the REC LGP digital co mputer using numerical integration of three-

dimensional %%avy-wall, small -perturbation theory, Reference 25.

It shoula be noted that if the wave is a depression in the surface and the static

ports are located upstream of the depression, as shown on Figurd 26, the pressure

erroi, P - P , felt at the port will be negative. The equivalent altitude error, AH,

will therefore be positive which means that an altimeter will indicate too high an

altitude. If the ports are located downstream of the depression, (P-P '0 will also be
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FIGURE 26
NOTATION USED FOR 360" COSINE WAVE FUSELCE SKIN DEFORMATIONS.
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FIGURE 27
ALLOWAB_.E WAV[. DEPTH FOR A•N EOUIV.rf_4TALTITUDE ERROR Ar
SEA LEVEl. OF -5OFT. AS A. F•JCTION 0F

M®O =0.8
A, -LCN'iH OF WAVE DEFLECTION.
LI =DISTANCL FRONM THE STATIC P(RTS TO THE START OF trHE WAVE

DEFLECTION,
D z MAX<iMUM WAVE DEPTH.
Z :LENGTH Or WAVE, IN DRECItON PERPENDICUL.AR TO THE FLO'

DIRECTION.
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negative and AH will be positive. If the wave protrudes from thei nominal surface, the

reverse will be true, i e., if the ports are upstream or downstream of a protruding

wave, (P-F,)> 0, and AH < 0.

For a free stream Mach number of 0.8, the allowable wave depth for an equivalent

altitude error at sea level of + 50 feet is as shown on Figure 27. The dimensionls are

all given as fractions of wave length, X . The right extremity of the four curves shown

on Figure 27 was used to determine the tightest tolerance nc.ded to assure an error of

H SL '= 50 feet. These tolerances are shown on Figure 30. The allowable wave depth

shown on Figure 30 would be hicreased for free stream Mach number less than 0.8,

but would be decreased for M > 0.8. The greatest deviation with Mach number will

occur for waves in close proximity to the static ports i. e., for small values of L and

short wave lengths. Also superimpnse& on Figure 30 are the dent limitations for

structural repair specified by the Boeing Aircraft Compady for the Boeing 720 Aircraft.

This is shown as an example of desired tolerances of a manufadurer and should result

!n altitude errors of AHSL <.:k 50 feet for a sing2e deformation if L > 12 inches but

would allow altitude errors at sea le~l in excess of + 50 feet for L < 12 inches. The

approximate theory limit line sh•-n on Figure 30 correspond- to a maximum angle of

15' on the slope of the cosine wave deflection.

It should be noted that the tolerances shown for sea-level conditions will give a

slightly reduced altitude error as altitude increases. The error will dec'rease in direct

proportion with the absolute static temrpe•atu1 e and will reach a minimum of 0.75 times

the sea-level value for altitudes from 36, 00)0 feet to 82, 000 feet in the standard atmos-

phere, i.e., AHSL =' * 50 feet would correspond to H3 6 , 000 - 82, 000 ft, z + 37. 6 ft.

The allowable wave depths for altitude errers at sea-level of * 10 ft. and ± 100

ft., obtained fyom graphs similar to the one shown on Figure 27 for :k 50 ft., are

shown as Figures 28 and 29 respoctively.

From Figures 28, 29, and 30, one can obtain an idea of the tolerances needed for

smooth skin deformations outside a 3 inch radius from the static ports. If the skin

deformation is located off to the side of the static pox a, with respect wo the flow

direction, or if Lhe length of the wave is iess than would be indicated from the right-

hand extremity of the curves shown on Figure 27, the pressure errors induced by
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the waves would be less and the tolerances could consequently be increased from the

valhes Indicated. However, if more than one skin deformation occurs in the vicinity

of the stattc ports, the allowable depta for each skin deformation would have to be

,ýacreta•-; -oportionaaiy.

if uAz stoic ports are located in the center of a skmn deflection, the allowable

depth tolsrance•i could beoome extremely tight. Figure 31 shows the allowable wave

depth jir ArH v * 50 ft. at M = 0. . for fuselage ports located in the center of a
SL f

3W0Y ocsine wave skin deflection. The allowable wave depth is practic.lly independent

on the length of the wave in the ".z" direction and is direct~y proportional to altitude

error. For an equivalent altitude --rror of ,H = S 500 ft., the wave depth would be

10 times the valutý shown on Figure 31.

Locatica of the ports in the center of the wave represents the extreme case with

respe(t to allowable wave depths. If the ports are displaced off the center of the

wave, but still inside the wave, the allowable dept0 could be slightiy larger. For

ports located on the edge ef thu wave the allowable depth would be increased to

approximately 2, 4 times the value if located at the canter of the wave.

7.2. FUSELAGE-MOUNTED AERODINAMICALLY COMPENSATED PITC'T -STATIC

TUBES.

The same wave shape used in the preceding section was used as a criterion to

determine how much the Qlowable fuselage skin defoemation tolerance could be

reduced if a fuselage mou'ited pitit-atatic tube wcro used Instead of flush static ports.

By moving the static port location away from the fuselag6 skin, the pressure influence

at the ports due to small skin irregularities in the vicinity of the ports car. be greatly

reduced. The difference bet-ween the allowable wave depth for flush static ports

located on the fuselage and static ports Iccatd 8 inches from the fuselage on a

pitot-static tube is shown on Figures 32 through 35 for an equivalent altitude error

at sea level of ± 50 ft. and a free stream Mach number of o. 8. The wave, in the

e--direction p,,pendicular to the fc- direction, is symmetrivca about hhe static ports.

Tw vaLs of *are given: * - t 1 A and a ± 4 , -.k here X s the .ength of the wave

in the flow direction. The allowable dept", values for joe.r locatod on the surface are
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ideLtical to those explained in Section 7.1 and shown on Figure 27.

Annther way of presentation of the data would be to show the equivalent altitude

error for each specific wave length and distance of the wave from the static ports

measured in a direction on the surface and parallel to the flow direction. However,

for make of comparison, the fixed value of LHSL = * 50 feet will give a realistic

indication of the advantage of using fuselage mounted pitot-static tubes.

The greatest increase in allowable wave depth %*AI be, as shown on Figure 32,

when the static ports are loca"'i in the center of the 36W cosine wave skin deformation.

For ). = 3 inches and * = * A % 6 inches, the allowable wave depth could

increase from 0.001 inch to 0. 072 inch for the same equivalent error of AHSL = * 50 ft.

For X = 20 inches and y = * I X or 40 inches, the allowable wave depth could still be

increased from 0.007 inch to 0.02 inch for the same equivalent error. Greater in-

creases in allowable depth will exist if the wave length is longer, i.e., a = * 4 X .

Other locations of the port within the wave deflection, from L, = 0.5 X to L1 = 0,

wiU give varying degrees of allowable wave depth. bin the iocatiln, L = - 0.5 X,

is the extreme case.

A sizable increase in allowable wave depth also e.!tAW vwhi the static ports are

located at the edge of the deformation, at LI = 0, as shown o: Figure 3,. A.4 the skin

deflection moves away from the static porta, as shown on Figures 34 and 35, ti*--e in-

crease in illowable wax- epth diminishes, except for very small wave lengths, but

in this region the allowable depth is already quite large and, therefore, ac, as critical

as when the wave is in close proximity to the ports.
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SECTION 8

A!RCRAFT SKIN CONTOUR MEASUREMENTS
ADJACENT TO FLUSh STATIC PORTS

ON MILITARY TRANSPORT TYPE AIRCRAFT

8.1. INTRODUCTION.

A survey of flush mounted static port assembllns and the surrounding &'rcraft

skin area on thrze military typt transports was -onducted by Ro-'emount Zngineering

Company. The aircraft were stationed at MGuire Air Forc Base during this survey

which began on November 13, 1961, and ended on November 22, 161. At abeut the

same time, but extending for a longer period, flight tests were conducted by the Air

Force and NASA to determine the static pressure error of the co-pilot's altimeter

system. Results from tie flight test phase are given in Reference 26. This section

describes primarily the techniques used by Rosemount Engineering Comp•ny to

measure surfaces near the static ports and the results of the survey. In addition.

results of the measurements were used to predict the static pressure differences

between the aircraft. Predicted position error dIfferences 0.-P compared with tL.,e

flight test data.

8.2. AIRCRAFT SKIN CONTOUR MEASUREMENTS ADJACENT TO FLUSH MOUNTED

STATIC PORT ASSEMBLIES.

8. 2. 1. Aircraft Surveyed.

The skin contour in the area adjacent to the static port assembly was surveyed on

the following aircraft:

Aircraft Ty2A(C11

NASA and REC Aircraft No. AJrcraft S N Remarks

1 25781

2 25786

3 25792

4 25799

5 53-7087 No skdn meauremzts taket.
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Aircraft T=.'e i3 (C-118)

NASA and REC Aircraft No. Aircraft S/N Remarks

1 3821

2 3270

3 3825

4 3834

5 3266

6 3823

7 3290 This aircraft not flight tested,

Aircraft Type C (C-1351

NASA and REC Aircraft No. Aircraft S/N Remarks

1 0C370 No skin measurements taken.

2 00371

3 00374 No skin measurements taken.

4 00377

5 00378

6 10326

7 00372 This aircraft not flight tested.

8 00373 T:As aircraft not flight tested.

9 00376 This aircraft not flight tested.

8. 2. 2. Survey, Apparatus and Technjques.

Devices to measure skin contours in the area of flush static ports were cesigned

and constructed specifically for this measurement program. Two devices "-'ere iabri-

cated and they are shown as Figures 36 and 37. Figure 37 shows the assembly that

was used for meab.,rements on Aircraft Type C. This assembly consists of an

aluminum angle frame to whichi is mounted a longitudinal traverse assembly, The

traverse ansemLdy is made cf -'vo L3 Zch steel rules with a strip reinforcing element
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of aluminum angle to 4dd cigidity. The rulers have no movement in or out, thus pro..

vfding a refc-en-e plane from which all skin meaurementx were taken. The two steel

rules were placed on edge approximately ocie inch apart prmviding a track ior the

carriage assembly to slide on. The carriage assembly bo~ds the dial indicator and

the foot of the indicator can move in and out as it is moved along the ukin of the air-

craft without any charige in the reference plane fixed by the ruLrs. The position of

the assembly on the steel rules and readings of the dial indl•ator give the x and y

coordinates required to cori late this data. The coordinate z may be obtained by

adjusting the transverse assembly with reapect to the frame.

The assembly shown in Figure 37, used on Type C Aircraft, could not be used on

Type A and B Aircraft because of high axi&l curvature of the skin and smaller radii of

the fuselage. The assembly that was used Is shown in Figure 36. This assembly

utilizes the ci - riage asserubly, and the precision scales of Figure 37, but the large

28 x 40 inch frzame is repiaced by 4 inch cross bars. I& the case o. Zigure 37 con-

figuration, the device was secured tt. the a!rcraft by doe of four rubber suction cups.

Figure 36 configuration utilized two rubber suction cups. Any movement of the

assemblies due to the suction cups were eliminated by threaded fect which were

snugged down to the aircraft surface. This configuration kept the distance between

,Že aircraft and the steel scales constant during individual survey. A polaroid

camera was used to record some observiations,

Measurements were taken in a plane z C=z zhrough the co-pilot's static port

centerline and at z positions above and below the ports, This data !a presented as

Figures 41 through 44. The center of the staptic port assembly was used to designate

the center of coordinates system as far as the z and x coordinates are concerned as

shown in Figure 38. This figure also indicates the sign convention used. Port

assemblies were the same as used by NASA personnel for altitude position error

measuremerie. Along the centerline through the static ports, dial readings were

taken at the center of the static port, at each edge of the static port assembly to

determine the flushness of the statr', port with respect to th., surrounding skin, and
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thereafter in on6 inch Increments forward and aft of static ports for a totl length of 34

inches. The iarea surveyed was a rectangular area 8 inches wide, 34 inches long with

the istati port assembly at the center. The accuracies of the measurements taken were

witbl- * 0.05 inches for the lateral positions (x directon) and h 0.001 inch for the

vertical movement (y direction), The lateral movement was recorded from the steel

scale reading and Uhe vertical .o~ejaut f-r--= the dial iiater.

Use of the measuring device described gives only relative values of the airplane

contour and these values will not be repeatable from aircraft to aircraft since the

scales may be displaced at a different y distance on each aircraft. In addition to the y

displacement being different, the scales can be skewed at a difffrent angle with respect

to the skin, thus forcing the y measurements to vary. The variables mentioned were

cnrrected mathematically by forcing the reference plane to pass through the same two

points on each aircraft, thus correcting for any variable in the vertical displacement

and skewing angle. The two referenced or fixed points were at * 6 inches from the

center of the static port assembly. This method of data reduction was used on aircraft

Types B and C. The a-verage y measurements for the Type B and C aircraft is shown

on Figure 40, Since only four aircraft of Type A were measured and major steps in the

aircraft skin were present, the contour dstý has not been reduced and only the flushness

of the static port assembly and the magnitude of the skin stepa have been recorded in

this report.

8. 2.3. Exerimental Results.

8.2.3. 1. Aircraft A.

Limited presentation of data of Aircraft A is shown on Figure 39. The schematics

Indicate step variations. On tht left side of the aircraft skin joints were located 8 1/4

inchcs ferward of the static port centerline and 10 inches aft of the port centerline.

Height of the forward skin joint varied from 0.042 inches maxhnum to 0.009 inches

minimum. The skin joints 10 inches aft of the port centerline on buth the right and left

hand side of the aircraft were even larger than this, varying between 0.009 inches and

0. 168 inches. On the rigbt side of the aircraft aa access door to the airplane was

so
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l"oated 9 5/8 Inches forward of the port centerline. Flushness of this door varied to

large extant between aircraft, varying from 0.274 inches In to 0. 125 inches out. Static

port assemblies were oonsixtently mounted flush to the inside of the skin rLtner thai to

the outside skin as in other aircraft survey. Amount of the step was reasonably con-

sistent, varying between 0. 031 to* O. 043.

8.2.3.2. Aircraft B.

Measured skin contours for Aircraft B, along the centerline through 6ae static port

assembly, is shown In Figure 41. Measurements are shown for the right and left hand

side of the aircraft for x locations from - 16 inches to + 16 inches. Flushness of the

Vratic port assembly with respect to the surrounding skin is also indicated by the

&kstches In the center of the page. The data shows substantial profile irregularities.

.iroraft 2, 6 and 3 have skin irregularitieg to 0.040 inches within + 5 inches of the

static port. Aircraft Number 5, has skin aoutour data closest to the mean skin contour.

IR should be noted on Figure 41 that all surfa.e measurement data between stations * 10

inches from the static ports fell within * 0.060 inches. Measurements at transverse

positions above and below the static port assembly is shown on Figure 42 for the Type

4 B Aircraft. The contours at z of * 4 inches although indicating definite presence of

waves, shows less evidence to random data scatter' when compared to the centerline

distributions, Much of the random distribution scatter is caused by the deflection of

the skin locally when the static port assembly is riveted to the aircraft skin.

The indication of flushness of the static port asse:I.ly with respect to the surround-

iLg skin is shown on Figure 41. The maximum outwArd position of the static port

"assimbly was 0. 0564 inches fbr AircrafP Number 6. The maximum inward positioD

step war u. 0270 inches f,)r Aircraft Number 4.

8.2.3.3. Aircraft C.

Most of the sidn surface measurements for Aircraft C are shown in Figures 43 and

44. Centarllne measurement data is shown Ln Figure 43 which shows the sanm6 erratic

teadey as in the area of the static port of Aircraft B. However the g'±itde of ths
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deviptions are considerably less than for aircraft Type B. For Aircraft C all surface

measurement data taken between * 10 inches of the aircraft's port centerline fall within

: 0. 025 inches. Aircraft Number 6 shows a large dent centered at the static port with

a total of 0.025 inches deflection occurring with-in the length of * 5 inches from the

center of the port. Aircraft 7. 8 and 9 all have deviations v'thin * 5 inches of the

aircraft's static port of 0.010 to 0.029 inches. The y deviation scale of Figures 43

and 44 have been increased by a factor of 2 as compared to Figures 41 and 42. It may

be noted from Figure 43 that flushness of the static ports waa extremely good with a

maximum deviation out being 0.0045 inches and a maximum deviation in being 0.0034

inches. Measurements taken at * 4 inches from the port centerline is shown id Figure

44; although definite skin wave,3 are present, these data indicate eiiminatbn of any

erratic skin deformations right in the area of the static port.

8.2.3.4. Data,D Summary and Mean Skin Contours.

The mean skin contours for Aircraft Type B and C are shown in Figure 40. The

mean skin contour for Aircraft B shows appreciable curvature as Indicated by the

upper curve of Figure 40. A skin bump just aft of the static port may be noted trom

the mean contour plot. The mean contour of Aircraft C is shown in the lower graph

of Figure 43. It should be noted that the acale for this grh hUs been increased by a

factor of 10 over the upper graph. The contour is essentially a 3traight line with all

deviations falling between + 0.004 inches and - 0. 007 inches from a straight line. The

consiz.t:-t deformation right at the static ports is shown by the m&an skin contour of

Aircraft C. This is caused by warpage of the skin area when the static port assembly

is riveted to the skin.

The 7-ot -mean -square of the individual deviations from the mean contour, ahov

in Figure 40 for Aircraft B (360 readings taken into accoumt), is 0.011 inches. The

root-mean-square deviation for Aircru•ft C based on 455 readings is 0. 607v inihes.

Numbers apply to the aircraft centerline surveys through the ftatic ports only. They

indicate that the Tye C aircraft, which were relatively new (men9t of them WaA less than

100 hours of flight) were twvx to three times smoother than the older Type B aircraft.
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In regard to pcrt fl.shness, the root-mean-squared oL 28 port deviaions for Aircraft C

were 0. 0018 Inches and for Aircraft B was 0.,016 inches. Thus the flushness of the

port nsAtallation on Aircraft C was observed w he to n tin-s better thakn the flushness

on Aircraft B. The maxmum stop obseived at static port for Aircraft B was 0. 0554

kinches and for Aircraft C was 0.0045 Inches.

8.2, •, 5. Maintenance of Static Porte,

During the measurement3 performed on 18 aircraft, the condition of the static

ports and surrounding area was noted. The presence of foreign material such as wax

or dirt was found in only 'ne poIe assembly out of 72 examined (18 aircraft - both sides -

both pilot and -o-pilot ports). In t,3 one case a slight amount of wax was found in 2 of

the 7 holeti blocking about 1/3 of the area of the 2 holes. The cleanliness of the ports

was, tiiere~bre, found to be very good.

No burrs at the edges of th static holes were larger than abouWt 0. 005 inches and

in most cases no measurable burr existed. There was no evidence of burring irom

insertion of a cleaning -- d inte the ports.

The use of paint adl acent t-, the port assembly (Aircraft B) for lettering "U. S.

AiR FORCE" "i not considered the best practice from the static port maintenance

etandpolint. Paint was generally found tD be in good condition. Some chipping near

the ports was 'ted. Thn influepce of the paint is concluded to be of minor significance

compared to surface waies and port fiushriess.

8. 3,, ALTITUDE POSITION ERRORS DUE TO SKIN IRREGULARITIES IN THE

VICINiTY OF FUSELAGE STATIC PRESSURE PORTS.

AL fnalytical study was conducted to estimate p*oition errors caused by

deviations of fuselage skLr. from the aircraftlz mean surface curvature. The study

was made for a number of Wreraft that were !-th surveyed by REC anid flight-tested

by combiucd USAF and NASA I Jrsonnel. Tue aircraft ,rresponding to those listed

previously in Section 8. 2, 1 have been desipated as follows:

Type B, Number 1 Type C, Number 1
Type B, Number 2 Type C, Number 3
Type B, Number 3 Typo C, N,_Pber 5
Tqype B, Nunber 4 Type C, Number 6
"'ype B, Number 5
Type B, Number
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Fueelage skin deviations from the mean contour In the vicinity of the co-pilot's

satic ports have been discussed in the previcus silb-sectl ns. The mean oornour of

tCe fuselage at the static ports, as estimated by REC, for both Type B and Type C

aircraft is shown on Figure 40. A sgchematlc bhowing the area over which fuselage

skin measurements were taken is shown on Figire 38.

The "linearized small perturbation" theory used for the present analytical study

has bc -,; well documented in Reference 25. The Integral equation for pressure oo0-

efficient can be expressed as

2z x2PI°P / /xmdx d z
Cp -- r=y3 (31)

z IX Ix

where x and z are the coordinates shown on Fig'.res 38 with the center of the static

port located at x - 0 and z = 0, M = local Mach number, and m is the slope of the

fuselage, , at a point x, z. The coordinate y is zero at the static port and a plu.:

y deflection on the surface is a dent into the fuselage skin. For numerical integration

purposes m - (yn I-yn)/Ax - Ay/"x, If we assume that surface deformations are

actually uniform waves of constant Ay extending from z1 to z 2 , Equation 31 becomes:

x

Cp z2  Zl
- xr2+(12)2]i/2 -L2+(1M2,] 1/2 (32)P Fa r X 1/2

x 1 I X I( 1 -M ) Z 2 I xj( -M )

Equation (32) was evaluated for both the right and left sides of the aircraft fuselage

using th% exact surface deformation measurements shrkwn on Figures 41., 42, 43, and

46, Cpright &d C were then averaged to obtain an overall pressure error of

the co-pilot's static pressiure system. For purposes of comparison with flight test

data, Mach number has been converted to indicated airspeed assuming standard

sea level conditins and omitting any aircraft position error. The relationship is as

follows:
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I#

Vi Le " Mach Number

100 0. 151

200 0.303

300 0.454

400 0.605

500 0.756

600 0,908

The predicted position errors for four aircraft, Type B numbers 5 and 4 and

Type C numbers 6 and 4, were oomputed using both centerline skin measurements

and measurements taken at z =: * 4 inches, as shown on Figure 38. Predicted

position errors for the remaining aircraft were comput,-Id using only f•tselage measure-

ments along the centerline at z = 0. The area bands of effectiveness of the skin

measurements in the z direction were varied to obtaih an indication of sensitivity of

predicted position error with the width of the band, over which the skin deformation

(Ay) is assumed constant.

Variations in predicted position errors between aircraft are shown on Figure 45

for the Type B aircraft and on Figure 46 for the Type C aircraft The errors are

giý ior assumptions %hat the centerline data measurements of Ly = y - y extend

ovr' tands from zI = - 2 inches to z2 = + 2 inches and from z, = -3 inches and

z2 : + 3 inches. For the aircraft on which surface measurements at z = + 4 inches

and - 4 inches were available, I. e. Type B numbers 5 and 4 and Type C numbers 6

and 4, complete data was used. For example, if the centerline data for Ay was

assumed effective for a band from z = - 2 inches to + 2 inches, the Ay data at z = + 4

inches was assumed effective for an area band fn:,m z = + 2 inches to + 6 inches and

the Ay data at z = - 4 inches was assumed effective for a band frii- z = - 6 inches to

-2 inches. The pressure errors due to ea,:h of these three bands were then added to

obtain a "complete data" pressure error. The theoretical prediction curves show

only a minute dependence of position vrror on the width of the effective data bandsi

in the :L z directio".
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Superimposed on Figures 45 and 46 are variations in position error& between

Mircraf& determined from flight tests conducted by NASA. Reference 26. The fllrht

test data has been reshown as Figures 47(A), 47(B), and 47(C) of this report. Tile

flight test values indicated on Figures 45 and 46 are differences in the sibsolute AH

errors of aircraft shown on Figures 47(B) and 47(C). There Is reasonably good

agreement between the theoretical prediction and flight test data. Agreement Is

better for Type C aircraft which Is to be expected because of a generally smoother

ai. craft skin on these aircraft compare. I to the surface irregularities for the Type

B 'JrcrL .. It should also be noted that the static port assemblies were not al-ays

flunh with the fuselage skin. The resulting "steps" will cause pressure errors

whed2; can not be predicted from theory. The "step" errors, therefore, have not

b.e•a incorporated in this report.

8. 4. SUMMARY.

6. 4, 1. The correlation between predicted static pressure error (based on skin

measurements) and flight test measurements was good for the Type C aircraft,

Figure 46. Most of the important skin deviations occurred near the ports and were

apparently caused by the riveting of the port assembly to the surrounding skin.

ý. 4.2. Comparison of predicted static pressure error a"d flight test results are

not as good for the Type B aircraft, Figure 45. The differences are probably

caused by the following.

1. The ports are located on a curved surface near the nose and shifts in

fore and aft location of the ports will produce a shift in static pressure.

2. The port assemblies were in general not flush and since parts were

located only six feet from the nose in relatively thin hoi idary layer, the effect of

flushness -ay have been significant. The predictions take into account only surface

waves and not port flushness. It may be noted from the report that port flushiess

was 10 times better for the I" pe C than the Type B.
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3. Surface deformations on the Type B aircraft were 2.5 times larger than

for the Type C aircraft. It is probable that some waves influencing the static pres-

sure were not taken into account in the calculations. The Type B aircr'*ft had been in

service thousands of hours and therefore subject to random surface damage.

4. The Type C aircraft port location was on a cylindrical section of the air-

craft sind accessible from the ground. Msasurements were made with the apparatus

of Figure 37 and are probably more precise than those obtained on the Type B aircraft.
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SECTIOti 9

FLIGHT TEST METHODS FOR THE CALIBRATION
OF AIRCRAFT STATIC PRESSURE SYSTEMS

9. 1. INTRODUCTION.

Results of a previous study conducted under Air Force C0ntract Af33(r00)37359,

Reference 22, indicated through error analysis, the probable accuracies of several

methods for in-flight calibration cf aircraft static pressure systems. The current

military specification, MIL-P-26292, for the desgn, installatic.,, and inspection of

pitot and static pressure systems requires experimental in-flight detei ruination Cf

inatallation error per paragraph 4.4.6. The flight test methods are optional but sub-

je4 to approval of the procuring activity. The accuracies of flight t,•. metLods

should be equal to or superior to resdults obtainable from the following:

a. The Tower Fly-By Method. - Thc airc:aft is flown close to an aircraft

control tower and the altitude cf the aircraft is measured by photographing its position

on a measured gr.id.

b. The Radar Phototheodo!- L Method. - The aircraft is tracked by radar

using a boresight camera to correct the azimuth and elevation angles read frozm the

radar scales.

c. The Pacer Technique. - The pacer aircraft and the aircraft beiag calibrated

are fown together in close formation ,.hile the altitude and airspeed indications are

cmpared.

d. The Fly-By Parallax Technique. - The pacer i.:rcraft is flown at a

constant speed and altitwde wh'Ie the aircraft to be cauibrated, alternately decelerates

and accelerates while keeping the pacer aircraft in line with the horizon.

It is the purpose of this section to review the Reference 22 Aork xith a re-summa-.iv

of probaole accuracies of the above techniques and provide certain recommendations or

staadardixzation io calibration procedures.
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9.2. THE TOWER FLY-BY METHOD.

9. 2. 1. Techniques and Accuracy.

This method is one of the oldest and most accurate calibration methods, if

performed correctly. Fundamental to the -ccuracy is the fact that the pressure

differential between low altitude fly-by and a reference point (runway or tower) may be

predicted accurately. The accliracy of the absolute value of pressure is unimportant.

For example, an absolute pressure error of 0.008 inch Hg. results in a pressure

differential error of 0. 1 ft. for an air column 200 ft. high. The air pressure should

be continuously monitored at a reference point (tower or ground) probably using a

Fortin type barometer. The atmospheric temperature should be continuously moni-

tored, preferably at tower elevation. Additional details are discussed in Sections

2. 1. 1 and 2. 1. 2 of Reference 22,

The calibration accuracy of the tower fly-by method was arrived at through error

a•adysis (Reference 22) for two different pressure gages on the test aircraft. Case I

was for a full range altimeter with an assumed accuracy of * (10 ft. ' C. 00125H) where

H is altitude in feet. The predicted accuracy of fly-by calibration with full range

?ltimýRter was * 17.3 ft. and independent of flight speed. Case 11 utilized a differential

pressure gage or limited range altimeter. Prior to take off, a temperature controlled

reference tank vwr, -d to the atmosphere, could be sealed at constant pressure, and all

subsequent flight pressure would be taken as a differential against the reference pres-

&ure. The accuracy of the temperzture control system and pressure gage were assumed

at ± 0.05 in. H 0 or & 3.4 ft. of air at sea level. The overaLl predicted accuracy of the

fly-by calibration was * 5.4 ft.

9. 2. 2. Calibration of IAw Speed Aircraft and Prtbable Accuracy At Altitude.

9. 2. 2. 1. Aircraft With Flush Static Ports.

Fusel,'oe mounted static ports are usslly 1ccated carefully by the airframe

manufacturer at a po Atiofn on the fuselage such that the pressure over a given airspeed

range will be relatively insensitive tw ajr;3e of attack. Uaually, bowever, up to a Mach

number of 0. 7 the variatioi: is bI ger than the compressibility 4ffects. Flight tests are
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usuay, therefbre, perfbrmed at certain values of impact pressure, qc, and the

results preseted as AP/q c APs or AH as a function of Indicated airspeed. Un-

brtUately, although AP/ q will remain constant at altitude, the altitude error (AM

will tncrese as indicated by the equation

AH =AH ( s/P) (33)

where p is the swttli, density and subscript all represents standard sea level

conditions.

The varbtlon of altitude error at various altitudes is indicated by Table XIII

below.

TABLE XIII

Calibration Accuracy at Altitude for Low 3peed Aircraft
(M 4 0.7) At Constant Angle of Attack

Altitudel Feet l-P . Feet 2Fet/P

0 1.000 * 17.3 * 5.4

0,0000 1.354 2 23.4 * 7.3

20, 000 1. 877 x 32.5 *10.1

30, 000 2.669 - 46.2 *14.4

40,000 4. 047 " 70.1 *2i. 9

50,000 6.531 ±113.0 t3 1. 3

•H I--. Altitude ei _or using full range altimeter for tower fly-by calibrat.on.1

461i, = Altitude error using limited rangi: altimeter for tower 2-y-b-'

•idibratkon.

1. ad±ior- to 2.e altitude effect wh-leh asinamen constant 21P/q., oompqesibuity

effect will tf.-d to increase A~P( wltb lncrea•ing Mi,'z number. o esti-niate -

.- 6nitud• of coaprbfli-ty, the pressure variaon ,m a body of n• :oiuto. &R a,

iGO



fnction of Mach number ha been considered betwom H 0 and K 0.7. If the local

pressure results in AP/q = 0. 02ý the maximum auloiale trom MIL-P-U1292 at low

speed, then the mwtmum compreussbtity effect from M = 0 to M = 0.7 wil be 4C

0. 004. The maximum effect of compressiblity hxn bean calculated and shown In Table

XIV.

TABEL )UV

Maximum Effet. of Compre I 'ity Between M = 0 and M - 0. 7
For Fuselage 4ounWtd Static Ports

Altitde, Feet aHI + AH C, Feet AH -+ 4Hic IFeet ee

0 0* 153

10,000 41.9 65.3 49.2

20,000 38.4 '0.9 48.5

30,000 35.7 91.9 50.1

40,000 33.5 10S.6 55.4

50,000 33.5 145.3 68,8

AH = Altitude error due to compressibility effects.

* =rroVr i0 zero since tower fly-by caibrmtlois include compreaslbiRty effecte.

6HI = From Table Xr.

AH = From Table XY.1.
2

The a:vatagps of u-iag the limited range altim_ er fbi- ca•ibraton is obviou*

from Tthie3 XIr ad XTV. The uncertainty of tower fly-by caabratkin Wf'" rull

ringe alt~meter is magnified :y the altitutle effect. It shoul•d that th com-

pressibUlty effects listed ablve should be larger thba- nortaaliy expected. If the

aircraft fltg envelcpe •xtondt beyone., M = 0.7, *t is r-, cormrnmv-nee tha fli&ght
caia,-rationsbe ,w rfc rmed &t al ituJe by met. 4'. Tre mo* -

pI •e ceUbrmior. m bwever, ivm fbr rrgiier speS.d

-iorf w4dAv&,- nSjttoL9 .%2



9.2. 2.2. Aircraf~t With Noise or W~gg~p9n T!stallatio

If an aircraft with nose or wiag boom iE calibrated at tower fly+ as a function of

indlicated nirspeeci, AP/q , the accuracies of the calibration at altitude will follow the
C

predictions of Table XIII. Nose Instaibp~lons are less subjest to compressbi'lity effects,

hence, the results may be used. with good accuracy up to M, 0. 8. However, if a pitot-

static t-abe configuration (such as USAF Types MA-i or TRiJ-1/ A) is utilized, whlic'. is

i'isensitive to positive angies of att~ch, the variattlon of pressure at the Sensing ports

is only caused by the variations In the fuselage flow field. Since the sensing ports are

not located on thie fuselage or wing, the variation of pressure with angle of attack C.' dc

be expected to be emall. Thec influence is discussed i.: detail in Reference 22, Section

2. 1.3.3. RiV,3ults are resuinmarized fn Table XV for three lengths oi nose boomis and

three Ma~,h numberu, As Indicated by i,eference 22 (whien includes both the effect of

angle and compi-era~bility) the angle of attack effects are conservative, since the

Prandtl Glauert correction for compressibility for locatiouis ahead of the iody will

over-v~,orrect. On tlie other hand, the results are based on a particular angle of attack-

Mach number -altitude lli&gh env'elope. which is probably typical of a high performance

fighter typ,, aircraft. Heavier wing, loadings would result ifi increased angles of attack

E.+ altitudes.

9. 2. 3. Ca'.ibration of Hhish Speed Aircraft and Probable Ace t~ti-'ude.

It recominen'I a previouis secti(,a, 9. 2. 2. 1, aircraft with flush static

potta c,-p-ble of Mach numnbers in ex,--ss o¶ 0. 7 should be c.,librated a* 5ltitude to

d~xplicatx'- both angle of attack and ce ij~rtsl'blc effýýct3. Aircrvft with va tip or nuse

booms may ue calibrated up to V 0. 9 (the u6-u!:l licrit for to-wer fly-by procedures)

and the calibrations may be used at altitude (based on the predictions of Table XIIV).

If the fMrcraft is capable of flight's aoove a Mach number of 0.9, then calibratioris at.

nalt-itude are recommended.

The miust common flight callbratioi) mnethodis at altituda are as follows:

a. Pacer Techniqu,.
b. Fly-by P-arallex Teehn~qe.
c. Gimmd Tracking Techiniques.
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TABLE XV

TOWER FLY-BY PREDICTYONS USED AT ALTITUDE--VARIATION OF ANGLE
OF ATTACK EFFECT FOR NOSE BOOM CONFIGURATIONS ONLY

ARIa for Full Rai.e Altimeter, Feet

M -0.7 M=0.8 M=0.9

Altitude X _X XAlttud D 1.5 1.0 0.5 - =1.5 1.0 05 -011. 1.0 0.5
_F..et D D D

0 1717 *17 k17 *17 ýi7 ±17 +17 *17 *17

10,000 16 19 20 17 20 22 20 23 27

20,000 15 21 24 17 24 28 22 30 37

30,000 14 25 31 19 30 38 28 42 56

40,000 14 33 43 22 42 56 38 62 87

50,000 28 64 89 53 92 131

AH for Limited Range Altimeter, Feet

M =0.7 M =0.8 M =0.9

Altitude X X X
- 1.5 1.0 0.5 -= 1. 5  1.0 0.5 - = 1.5 1.0 0,5_(etL D D D

0 ±5 ±5 *5 +5 *5 *5 *5 k5 ±5

10,000 5 7 8 6 9 11 9 12 16

20,000 5 11 14 7 13 17 12 19 26

30,000 5 15 21 9 21 29 18 32 36

40,000 5 24 34 13 33 47 29 53 7l

50, 000 19 54 79 43 82 121
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9.2.3. 1. Fly-by and Pacer Methods.

The use of the fly-by method usually involves calibrating a reference aircraft

using the tower fly-by technique and subsequently utilizing the reference aircraft for

an altitude fly-by. In the altitude fly-by. the reference aircraft takes the place of a

tower reference at sea level. U'ua~ly the reference aircraft is equipped with a long

nose boom to minimize disturbance of flow field by fuselage and reduce angle of attack

and compressibility effects. The results of Table XV indicate that for a long nose

boom, X/D = 1.5, an aircraft at M = 0.7, or below, will serve as a very accurate

reference. The accuracy of the procedure has been analyzed in Reference 22 and the

results are repeated in Table XVI for the columns labeled AH 2 . Two types of in-

strumentation are considered:

a. Full range altimeter with accuracy corresponding to AH = + (10 feet 4

0. 00125H) where H = altitude in feet.

b. A limited range fltmeter with 0. 5 percent accuracy with two ranges:
0 - 10 in. H 0 full scale for use to 50, ()0 ft. and 0 - 5 in. H2 0 full
range for use from 50, ý00 ft. to 100,000 ft.

The advantages of the limited range altimeter method are readily apparent.
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TABLE XN-

CALIBRATION ACCURACIES OF TWO METHODS OF CALIBRATION
AT ALTITUDE FOR FUSELAGE STATIC PORTS: M< 0.7

or

Nose Booms M < 0.9

Wing Booms M< 0.9

AHI= Total error in test aircraft Including

a. Calibration of a reference aircraft at se level by tower fly-by method.
b. Transfer of reference aircraft calib-ation to a pacer aircraft ustig a

fly-by procedure at altitude.
c. Calibration of test aircraft by pacer method at altitude.

AH 2 =Total error in the test aircraft including

a. Calibration of a reference aircraft at sea level oy tower fly-by method.
b. Calibration of test aircraf by reference aircraft in a fly-by procedure

at altitude.

Full Limitd*
Range Altimeter Rane Altimeter

Altitude AH 1 , Feet AH 2 , Feet AHI, Feet AH2, Feet

_(feet,_____ - -

10,000 54 42 27 23

20,000 76 57 28 24

30,000 i00 73 31 25

40,000 124 89 37 29

50,000 148 106 36 27

60,000 173 123 44 34

70,0)0 197 141 64 47

80,000 222 158 99 71

90,000 247 175 157 112

100,000 272 193 250 171

*0 - 10 inches H120 gage range dsed to 50,000 feet.

0 - 5 inches H120 gage range kised from 50, 000 to 100, 000 feet.
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Since a pacer aircraft may only be tower calibrated to M = 0.9, calibrations above

M = 0.9 must be obtained at altitude using fly-by with a reference aircraft. An alter-

nate method Is to recalibrate at higher Mach numbers at altitude using ground tra.'king

techniques as will be discussed in the next section. The accuracy of the pacer calibra-

tion using the reference aircraft fly-by Is given by the AH2 column of Table XVI. After

calibration, t1w pacer may be used to calibrate mway aircraft. The estimated accuracy

from Reference 22 to given in columns &H1 of Table XVI. The main advantage of the

limited rap altimeter metxod is the elimination of repeated large altimeter errors.

As an example, for a calibration by a pacer at 40,000 f'jet the following probable

altimeter errors may occur:

Tower Fly-by altinueter error = * 10 ft. (Reference 22)

Pacer calibration at 40,000 ft.

Reference aircraft altimeter error = * 60 ft.

Pacer aircraft altimeter error = ± 60 ft.

Test aircraft calibration at 40,000 ft.

Pacer aircraft altimeter error = * 60 ft.

Test aircraft altimeter error = :L 60 ft.

Root-magnitude-square of all altimeter errors =

(10)2 + 4(60) 12 = 120.4 ft.

Root-magnitude-square of all errors (Table XVI) * 124 ft.

In the case of the limited range altimeter method, the * 10 ft. error at sea level is

replaced by a * 5.4 ft. error (Reference Z2) and the k 60 ft. errors at 40,000 ft. replaced

by a * 13,8 ft. error.

9.2.3.2. Calibrations At Altitude UtIlizin Ground Trachý Eiment.

This method appears ideal whe, a suitable ground tracking facility is available

sau.h as located at Edwards Air Force Base. The method eli•mnates the need for a

pacer or reference aircraft at altitude, i be method is described in detail in Section

2.4.4, Reference 22. The most practical method appears to calibrate the test air-

craft In a tower fly-by procedure at one valu.- of indicated Pirspeed and/or Mach
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number. This calibration providas a reference or calibrated condition. The aircxaft

at altitude is flown at the reference condition and a survey of pressure vs altitude is

made using the ground tracking equipment. An alternate method which saves flight

time Is to fly level in the reference condition, measure the total temperature, cal-

culate the static tempereture from the corrected Mach uumber, and compute the

pressure variation assuming a standard temperature lapse rate at the altitude In-olved.

Following atmospheric calibration, the aircrAt is flown over the tracking range in

a series of variable speed conditions. For certain tracking ranges, e. g., Edwards

Air Force Base, using multiple phototheodolites along an extended path, an accelerating

and/or decelerating speed run is fast and accurate. At the end of the calibration runs,

the a.mospherlc survey should be repeated.

An error analysis has been performed in Section 2.4.4 of Reference 22 for both

the limited and full range altimeters. In the case of the limited range altimeter, the

reference tank may be vented to the atmosphere with the aircraft flying in the reference

condition. The tank is then sealed off and the subsequent calibration flights are per-

formed with the pilot Instructed to maintain zero preLsure differential. As the position

error changes with Mach number, the aircraft will increase or decrease altitude to

maintain zero differential. The difference in altitude between the reference and test

condition converted to pressure plus the position error at the reference condition then

equals the pressure error at the test condition. The following equations describe the

calibration.

For the aircraft flying in the reference condition at constant Mach number

p=pref =PIn - (Pm Pref) )m P (34)

or at coxstant indicated airspeed

P = Pref = Pm- (Pm -Pref q " (35)

For the aircraft flying In ihe test condition

Ptest P 'test Hraf (36)
ave
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The preswra Ptest and Pref are true static prewtires corresponding to

pressure altitudel H and HM, respectively. The average static
test e

temperature at H and HI is T Because zero pressure differential
teat ref aye*

is maintained on the limited range altimeter, tiLe measured static pressure,

pm, Is the same at both reference and test altitudes. Also, if pitot pressure

error does not change from the referenoe to test condition, the measured

impact pressure, qcm, can be used as a correlation parameter. Position

error ibr the aircraft at the test corditon is then

-p Pm-Ptest exp tetHref (37)

p MP m Rave/

or

PM-p Pm - Ptest Pm P( Pm -Pref' ( Htest Href

exqq RT 4(38)
Icm qcm qcm c qcm ave

The accuracies of the calibration using a full range or limited range

altimeter from Reference 22 are summarized In the following table.
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TABLE XVII

ATMOSPHERIC SURVEY FOLLOWING TOWER FLY-BY AND
SUBSEQUENT CALIBRATION AT ALTITUDE USING GROUND

TRACKING

Full Range Limited Range
Altimeter Altfatero

Altitude

(Feet) All. FeetAl t

10,000 38 16

20,000 55 20

30,000 72 24

40,000 89 30

50,000 107 28

0,0$00 124 ?s

70,900 141 49

80,000 159 72

30, ^00 176 112

100,000 193 178

•0 - 100" H20 range used to 50,000 feet.

0 - 5" H20 range used from 50, 000 W 100, 000 feet.
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A comparison of the results of Table XVII with the fly-by at altitude and pacer att

altl~ude results- Table XVI, indicate cooiparable accuracies with the fly-by calibra-

tions, .11 2 Comparisons hold for both the fuli range and limited range altim-eter

methods. The tracking metted has the advsntager~f utilizing only one aircraft and

one set of instrumentation.

9. 2.3.3. Tra.ing Probe Method.

A standard meth.od of determiuing the position error for iow speed aircraft has

been b-, use of trailing bomb or probe. The probe is stabliized bY use of fins such

as '.o maintain approximately at 7ero angle of attack, The probe is suspended from

an aircraft by a cable. The maximum speeds for calibration by thuis method are

usually limited to about 275 miles per hou~r.

Work on this method of calibration was cordinued bN the British and instead of

employing a tote bomb, a small airplane configuration was attached to the end of the

cable. Additional work in this country was corducted by the Douglas Aircraft Company.

Tests indicated the de,:ice could be flow-n stable, at least up to a Mach number of 0. 9.

The accuracy quoted by the British and Douglas wasq ~:ý n0.061. Recently the

Douglas Aircraft Company Flight Test '1) -Part ment has continued with flight -est on a

light weight cone configuration. To date only verbal communications are available

on the results. Experiments on a twin Jet Navy aircraft over the range from 100 tz

,500 knots up tc M ý;0.9 have been rather successful. Results indicate the calibra-

tions can be performed within q- 3i. 005. reý inr II ~ niaesta rin

the cone at a distance of one wing span and aft of the aircraft. will be mnore than

sufficient to provide the above accuracy. An aircraft with, an 80 foot wing spý!n

indicated that the pressure was constant up to a poin~t within 30 feet of the airc raft.

The advantages of utilizing the trailing probe configuration are inii-ediately

apparent in that the p,-siton correction may be determinfted as a direc-1 mca)U~reinepnt

141ilizing a differential pressurc gage between tfie pressure V-)rt to be caiPbrat~ed and

the trailing probe. The device mray be used on a test. aircraft diractly. Another

possibility is to use the tradili'g probe on~ a reference alrcraft tauring fly-by pmroecures
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with a test aircraft. The trailing airplane previously used was a rather heavy device

and offered eonsiderablc damage potential if the system became unstable. The use of

a light weight trailing cone appears to overcome this serious deficiency. It will

probably be desirable to utilize a reel in the carrying aircraft if)r extending and

retracting the trailing cone although this feature may rot be absolutely necessary.

A disadvantage to this system is that considerable time lag is encountered due to the

long leads from the trailing probe to the aircraft itself. Hence, this method had best

be used only for steady flight conditions. If the general method can be developed to

perfection, it offers substantial advantages over all ,he calibration methods in that

the reference static pressure is carried with the aircraft to be teoted.

9.2.4. Conclusions and Recommendations.

9. 2. 4. 1. Tower Fly-Bv Calibrations.

A review of previous work, Reference 22, indicates that the tower fly by method

of calibration is probably the most accurate known method. It may be utilized suc-

cessfully up to a Mach number of 0.9. With a full range altimeter used for flight

instrumentation, accuracies on the order of ± 17.3 feet may be obtained in the tower

fly-by method. If a limited range altimeter is utilized, accuracies un the order of

± 5.4 feet of altitude may be obtained.

9. 2.4.2. Caiibrati,)n Accuracy of Altitude oi 'I Lver Calibrated Aircraft.

(1) For aircraft with flush static ports, whose Mach number at altitude does not

exceed M = 0. 7, it is rEcommended that the tower fly-by calibration be utilized at all

altit des pro• iding the calibration is performed as a function of indicated airspeed.

i2) Aircraft with flush static ports with Me'h aunumbers in excess of 0.7 should be

calibrated at altitude utilizing an alternate rmxethod.

(:3) For aircraft with nose or wing tip bý+oms, whoee Mach number at altittize does
-ot exceed 0.9, it is recommend-d that ýhe to ,.r fly-by calibrations ahall be utilized

at all altitudes providing the calibration is performed Ls a function of Mach number.

(4) Aircraft with nose or wing tip booms, capable Mach number at altitude is in

excoss of 0. 9, should use recalibration at altitude by an alternate method.
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9.2.4.3. Calibration Methods at Altitude -

(1) Couzarison of aircraft fly-by methods at altitude and single aircraft method

utilisng ground tracking indi&e the tw methodo are oumparable in accuracy.

(2) If It is neoessary to transfer the aalibration from the reference aircraft to a

pacer aircraft and hence to a tet aircraft, then the single aircraft methoo utilizing

ground 'oi is more accurate.

(3) hI the interest of staDardization and insuring compatibility of instrumentation

&ad for obtaining probably the best accuracy, it is recommended that the single aircraft

method utilizing ground tracking be adapted by the USAF as a andard calibration at

altitude procedbure. In addition, it is recommended that the ground tracking equipment,

radar-ph~totheodolite and phototheodulkte range, at EdvAards Air Force Base, California,

be w&ized for all calibratione of USAF aircraft.

(4) The use of the limited range altimeter method for flight test instrumentation

has been analyzed and compared with conventional altimeter instrumentation offers a

reduction in calibration errors of about 50 percent. It is recommended that the USAF

conduct flight tests on equipment furnished for previous study, Reference 22, to prove

the feasibility of this equipment under flight test conditions. If feasibility of limited

altimeter instrumentation is proven, it is recommended that it be adapted as standard

instrumentation for all Air Force Fl.ght Test procedures.
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APPENDIX A

Suggested Changes to MIL-P-26292 (UCJSAF)

Pitot and Static Pressure Systems, Instailation and Inspectiov of

SUMMARY.

Subject specification has been .vviewed as part of the work under Contract

AF33(600)-42754. In order to update the specifications to meet present Air Force

requirements a number of specification changes and additions are suggested in the

following paragraphs. The numbering system pertains to the numbering k ystem

used in the Military Specifications. If no changes are recommended to this specifi-

cation, then those numbers are omitted from the foliowing listing:

1. SCOPE: 1,1

In the third line change tbe word "WtalI to "pitot".

Pitot pressure is defined as the absolute pressure at the impact source.

Total pressure equals pitot pressure subsonically, but is not equal to the pitot

pressure supersonically because of the normal shock loss.

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS.

2. 1. SPECIFICATIONS.

Military.

Add MIL-P- 27418, Pitot TubL TRU-42/A, electrically heated, 8-inch mast.

Delete MIL-T-5420 tubes, pitot-static, electrically heated aircraft.

The latter specification is deemed incompatible with Air Force deicing require -

ments. For cxample, deicing requirements are specified at 100 knots tunnei speed

at -15' ± 5' C. High performance requirements require testing at 350 knots indicated

tunnel speed at -30° C ± 5^ C.

3. REQUIREMENTS.

3.4.1.2. Pitot-Static Tubes.

Delete AN5814, AN5816, M',L-T-5420. Considering present AMr Force require-

mento, fhese specificatione are considered obsolete.

3.4.1,3. Pitot Tubes.

Add MIL-P-2747,.
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3.4.2. 1. Pitot-Stutic Tubes.
SNose boom mounted supersonic pitot-atatic tubes shall be utilized where ever

possible on high performance aircraft. Wing b-cums are acceptable for aircraft

operating up to a Mach number of 1.0. The approximate recommended length for

nose booms shall be within 0.5 to 1. e maximum. equivalent fuselage diameter.

(Equivalent fuselage diameter is defined as the diameter of a circle having an area

equivalent to the maximum cross sectionall rea of the aircraft.) If an aerodynamically

compensated pitot- tatic tube is utilized, the shortest nose boom length compatible

with the aerodvnandc compensation available with the tube shall be selected. If other

forms of pressure compensation are available in the aircraft, nose boom length shall

be selected as short as practicable, however, uncou:rected pressure must fall within

the requirewents of section 4.4.6.4. Boom shall be equipped with aligning device

w~ti markings to insure that the boom is always instaled with the pitot-static tube

mounting holes in the same position. The boom should also be provided with a

removable sleeve to aid in maintenancc of the pitot-static tube and couplings.

The above specification change incorporates elimination of the wing tip boom

of above Mach number 1.0. Primary reason for this change is the very erratic

behavior of static pressure vs Mach number in the range 0.8 to approximately 1.4

Mach number. illustrations of this phenomena are contained in Reference 24,

Figures 29 and 33 for both a swept and unswept wing configuration. Additional

difficultiee with the wing pitot-static tube installation are that the pneumatic lines

are excessively long when the tube is mounted at the wing tip, hence, pneumatic

time constant is larger. In addition, the local angle of attack range forward of the

wing is considerably larger than the airplane angle of attack due to the induced up-

wash effects of lie wing itseff. For an aircraft pitching through the range from

0 to 15 ', the local flow angle at the pitot-static tube ar mounted on the wing tip could

easily vary between 0 and 39", It appears that the above combination of deficiencies

are enough to eliminate the wing tip nose boom from consideration for Mach numbers

above ... •. Additional deviations of the specification are included to permit use of an
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aerodynamically compensated pitot-static tube. This unit would allow the nose •on,

length to be considerably shortened, possibly to about 0. 25 as mnatmum tuselage

diameter. In addition, if other means of compensation are provided, such as an air

data computer, the shorter nose boom length can be utfliyed.

3.4.3. System Anti-Icing Capability.

a. Altitude - 10,000 feet
b. Mach Number - 0.60

The altitude and Mach number specifications have been changed from 40,000 feet

and 0.75, respectively. Demonstrating deicing capability at 40,000 feet is not as

severe as demonstrating deicing capability at 10,000 feet, becaulst the density at

40, 000 feet is approximately 1/4 of the deesity near sea level. Hence, the convec',ion

heat transfer at 40,000 feet between the tube and the air pacssing over the tube is

approximately one-half the magnitude at sea level. The Mach number has been

changed from 0.75 to 0. 6 since there will be appreciable aerodynamic heating due

to this relatively high Mach number, which will tend to minimize deicing heater

requirements. The combination of 10, 000 feet altitude at Mach number 0. 6 tends

to represent the most severe deicing requirements when couple with an outside air

temperature of -35o C per the original specification.

3. 4. 5. Flush Static Port.

When a multiple flush static port configuration is utilized, all static ports shall

be located on the square plate with the primary sxatic system centered within the

area of the square plate.

FIGURE 3 PITOT TUBE AND FLUSH STATIC PORT SYSTEM.

Per Page 8, MIL-P-26292 has been modified and Is included as part of this

appendix. Changes provide a completely separate static system for pilot's a~d

co-pilot's instruments. Manilolding per Figure 3 of the ocig'nal specification has

been ehiminaled.
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4.4.6. Irstallatlon Error.

Present specification requires that contractor shall submit plans to the procuring

activity for approval regarding details of Flight Test Programs to determine pitot-static

presexre installation errors. Four in-flight calibration methods are listed, No change

in the present specification is recommended at this time. However, the Air Force has

supported studies under contract AF33(600)-37359, Reference 22 and 27. Calibration

methods were analyzed by error analysis. In general, the analysis showed that each

of the four methods listed in the present specification have near comparable accuracy

for calibrations at altitude. Accuracy of the calibration can be considerably increased

in each ease if a fPAl range altimeter or i5 pound absolute pressure gage is reph ced

with a lrmitled range differential gage. Limited range differential gage has been called

a limited range altimeter or sometimes referred to as a statoscope. Fabrication of

two limited range altimeters was completed under reference contract, Reference 27.

These have been furnished to the Air Force for flight test evaluation. Up to this time

only a very limited amount of flight test data is available on the calibrators. Informa-

tion available shows excellent sensitivity of the units but to date only quantitative data

has ben obtained. If this program or others are more successful in obtaining improved

accuracy over presvint calibration methods, it appears t"'.t the specification should be

rewritten specifying exactly the flight test configuration and instrumentation utilized.

This will insure comparable accuracies for all flight test data obtained by various

manufacturers. In addition, wit'ain the Air Force at least, consideration should be

given for performing the flight tVst at one standard location using one standard set of

gr)•nd intnrumentation. The cpabilities of the Edwards Air Force Base, with the

availability of considerable tracking equipment, satisfy the necessary facility require-

ments, Tisagreement has oken occurred between the flight test results obtained from

cx--tractirs and the subseryent Air Force calibrations. Standardizing the instrumenta-

tion and method foi calibration, as well as the location where the experiments are

performed, will tend to eiminate these discrepancies. It appears that systematic

errors :xisting beiween different calibration methods, instrumentation and locations

nom e~xbit which contribute to thc non-agroement between contractor furrished and
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subsequent Air Force calibrations. th e reader is referred to Section 9 of this repert

which reviews in-flight calibration methods. This sectfzn compares the expected

experimental accuracies utilzirng fully each altimeter and limited range altimeters.

The use of the limited range aitimeter appears very beneficial. If the flight tests on

this device prove satisfactory, the Aiu Force sho,uld give coansieration to standtrdizing £

of this type of installation. Recommendations on the usc of various calibration methodse

are summarized in Section 9.

4.4.6.2.

Eliminate the words 'or wing tip boom installations'.

Figure 5' position error tolerance, page 16, MIL-P-26292, change the definition of $
q from "true dynamic pressure" to "impact pressure". I
4.4.6.3.

The measured pitot pressure shall not differ from the true pitot pressure by more

than 0.4 percent throughout the entire Mach number range of the aircraft.

In the above paragraph the word 'total' is replaced by the word 'pitot' and the wvord

'exceed' is replaced by the word 'differ',

4.4.6.4.

If the installation does not meet the requirements of 4.4.6. 2 id 4.4. 6.3, com--

pensation shall be required. However, the uncompensated pesltion error shall not

exceed the range of the ratio of measured static pressure to static pressure of 0.96

to 1.20.

Wording of the above paragraph was altered slightly for clarification.
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